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1 Introdution1.1 BakgroundIn the setting of seure multiparty omputation, a set of parties with private inputs wish to jointlyompute some funtionality of their inputs. Loosely speaking, the seurity requirements of suha omputation are that nothing is learned from the protool other than the output (privay),and that the output is distributed aording to the presribed funtionality (orretness). Moreexatly, the result of an exeution of a seure protool must be like the result of an \ideal exeution"with an inorruptible trusted party who honestly omputes the funtion for the parties (f. [11℄or [28, Setion 7.1℄). These seurity requirements must hold in the fae of a maliious adversarywho ontrols some subset of the parties and an arbitrarily deviate from the protool instrutions.Powerful feasibility results have been shown for this problem in both the information-theoreti andomputational settings [48, 30, 8, 17℄. In the omputational setting, it has been shown that anymultiparty probabilisti polynomial-time funtionality an be seurely omputed for any numberof orrupted parties, assuming the existene of enhaned trapdoor permutations [48, 30, 28℄.Seurity under onurrent omposition. The above-desribed feasibility results relate onlyto the stand-alone setting, where a single protool is run in isolation. However, in modern networksettings, protools must remain seure even when many protool exeutions take plae onurrentlyand are being attaked in a oordinated manner. Unfortunately, the seurity of a protool in thestand-alone setting does not neessarily imply its seurity under onurrent omposition. Therefore,an important researh goal is to re-establish the feasibility results of the stand-alone setting for thesetting of onurrent omposition. There are two main types of onurrent omposition that havebeen onsidered:1. Conurrent self omposition: In this setting, a single protool is exeuted many times on-urrently in a network. Formally, \onurreny" means that the adversary has full ontrolover the sheduling of all messages in all the exeutions.2. Conurrent general omposition: In this setting, a protool is run many times in an arbitrarynetwork. That is, the protool is run many times onurrently, alongside other seure andinseure protools, again with the sheduling being fully ontrolled by the adversary.On the positive side, it has been shown that in the ase of an honest majority, or a trustedsetup phase (e.g., for generating a ommon referene string or for generating a seure publi-keyinfrastruture), any funtionality an be seurely omputed under onurrent general omposition[12, 16, 3℄. Thus, in these ases, we obtain the same broad feasibility results of the stand-alonemodel (exept that in the stand-alone model, neither an honest majority nor a trusted setup phaseis needed).When onsidering the ase of no honest majority and no trusted setup in the setting of onur-rent omposition, the situation is ompletely di�erent. Reent impossibility results have demon-strated that in suh a setting, large lasses of funtionalities annot be seurely omputed [14,12, 15, 37, 38℄. These results hold for both onurrent general omposition and onurrent selfomposition. In fat, these two types of omposition have been shown to be (almost) equivalent[38℄. Therefore, in the natural setting of no trusted setup and no honest majority (inluding theimportant two-party ase), it is impossible to onstrut protools that remain seure in the settingof full onurreny.There are a number of possible ways to overome these impossibility results. One diretion is toweaken the seurity requirements; this approah was taken by [42, 46℄. Another diretion, and the1



one taken in this paper, is to introdue realisti assumptions on the adversary or network, whileproviding the same strong seurity guarantees as for the stand-alone setting. Needless to say, it isbest to not assume any restrition whatsoever. However, as we have mentioned, this is not possible.We therefore onsider a very reasonable network restrition that holds in real networks today.Timing assumptions. The network restrition that we onsider is a timing assumption on thenetwork. Timing assumptions were �rst used in the ontext of seure protool omposition by [22℄who used them to ahieve (eÆient) zero-knowledge protools that remain seure under onurrentself omposition. (An equivalent formulation of these assumptions was given in [29℄, and ourpresentation is more aording to this latter formulation.) There are two spei� assumptionsinvolved here:� Assumption 1 { bounded lok drift: It is assumed that the parties' loal loks proeed atapproximately the same rate. Spei�ally, there exists a global bound � � 1 suh that whenone loal lok advanes t time units, every other loal lok advanes t0 time units wheret=� � t0 � t�. We stress that there is no assumption regarding the synhronization of theparties' loal loks with respet to eah other (and, in partiular, they may read ompletelydi�erent times).� Assumption 2 { maximum lateny: It is assumed that an upper bound � is known on the timeit takes for a message to be omputed, sent and delivered from one party to another. In otherwords, � is the maximum lateny over the network (plus the time it takes to arry out the loalomputation for generating the message that is sent). For simpliity, we assume that all loalomputation is instantaneous, and that � measures the lateny only (or, in other words, thetime that it takes for the adversary to deliver messages).The seond of these two assumptions is far more problemati than the �rst. This is due to thefat that in real settings, the variane of network lateny an be very large. Thus, a global upperbound would have to be very large. As we will see, taking suh a high upper bound would greatlyhinder performane. In addition, any reasonable bound is unlikely to always hold, thus potentiallyompromising the seurity of the protool. In ontrast, loal loks are usually very aurate, atleast with respet to the drift.Motivated by this observation, we relate to these assumptions di�erently. More spei�ally, ourde�nition of seurity for the timing model relies only on the �rst assumption regarding the lokdrift. Therefore, seurity holds as long as the drifts of the loks are not too far apart, and irrespe-tive of the network lateny (whih may, however, ause the exeution to terminate unsuessfully).The lateny assumption is only used to ensure liveness (or non-triviality of protools). Namely,we only require that the protool terminates suessfully if it does not ome under attak and thelateny is indeed lower than �.The use of timing assumptions. As in other works, the timing assumptions are used forintroduing time-out and delay operations in the protool instrutions. A time-out ommand is ofthe form: \if more than f(�; �) time units have passed sine message x was sent (or reeived), andmessage y has not yet been reeived, then output time-out and halt the exeution" (where f is afuntion spei�ed by the protool). A delay ommand is of the form: \wait g(�; �) time units beforesending message y". Typially, the use of these operations is to limit the interleaving of di�erentprotool exeutions. Spei�ally, delay and time-out ommands are used to ensure properties of theform: if part A of exeution i begins after part B of exeution j begins, then part B of exeutionj is ompleted before part A of exeution i is ompleted. This is ahieved by timing-out if Btakes too long and delaying to makes sure that A takes long enough, as depited in Figure 1.2



The di�erenes in the lengths of part A and part B in the di�erent exeutions shown in Figure 1are due to the ontrol that the adversary has over message delivery. We stress that the time-outand delay instrutions depend on the parties' loal loks only, and so do not rely on any globalsynhronization.
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Figure 1: limiting the interleaving (notie that part A must take longer than part B).Limiting time-out damage. As we have desribed, time-out instrutions are used in order tolimit the adversary's power in sheduling the exeutions. However, if the network lateny duringa protool exeution is higher than usual (say, due to high network traÆ), then a time-out anour even when no adversary is present.1 This therefore raises the question of what ations honestparties should take after a time-out ours. In partiular, an a timed-out protool exeution besafely restarted? Fortunately, our protools have the property that they remain seure if they arerestarted from srath after a time-out.In order to further larify this point, we distinguish between two types of failures: abort failuresthat our due to foul play by partiipating parties (and are present even in the stand-alone asewhen there is no honest majority), and time-out failures that our due to high network lateny(or by the adversary stalling or bloking messages that are sent). In the ase of an abort failure(again, even in the stand-alone ase), seurity is not guaranteed if the honest parties restart theprotool exeution. This is due to the fat that the adversary may have reeived its own output,and based on this output has deided to ause the honest parties to abort.2 In ontrast, we arguethat it should be possible to restart protool exeutions that are halted due to time-out failures.This is due to the fat that suh a failure an our even if there is no adversarial interferene, andjust due to the network lateny being high at the time of the exeution. In order to ensure thattimed-out exeutions an be restarted without any damage to seurity, our de�nition of seurityrequires that time-outs (by honest partiipants) are only allowed to our in an early stage ofthe protool, before any information about the output is revealed. We note that sine timed-outprotools an be restarted safely, a relatively optimisti estimate on the network lateny an betaken with the ost being that timed-out protool exeutions are simply restarted. (There is atradeo� here between hoosing a large � that slows down all protool exeutions and hoosing a1Of ourse, one ould set � to be an upper bound that inludes latenies that are far higher than the average.However, as we will see, this would have the e�et of signi�antly delaying all exeutions.2For the sake of onreteness, onsider the ase that parties run a oin-tossing protool. Then, the �rst party toreeive output an ause an abort if the �rst bit of the output is 1. By re-exeuting upon abort, this party an biasthe outome so that the resulting string always has the �rst bit set to 0.3



small � that results in more exeutions being timed-out and restarted.) We remark that previousworks that used timing assumptions onsidered only the problem of onurrent zero-knowledge,where essentially no output is generated. The above disussion is therefore a \non-issue" in thatase, and protool exeutions an always be restarted.1.2 Our Main ResultsWe investigate the feasibility of onstruting protools that are seure under onurrent ompositionin the timing model. We onsider both self and general omposition, with the following main results:1. Conurrent self omposition: We show that in the timing model, every multipartyfuntionality F an be seurely omputed under onurrent self omposition. We note thatthe model of onurrent self omposition that we onsider here is one without �xed roles.Thus, for example, in the setting of zero-knowledge, parties an play both the prover andveri�er roles simultaneously. This is the �rst zero-knowledge protool (for the setting ofunbounded onurreny) that has this property.2. Conurrent general omposition: For this setting, we have both positive and negativeresults:(a) Positive result: Loosely speaking, we show that in the timing model, every multipartyfuntionality F an be seurely omputed under onurrent general omposition, as longas the arbitrary protools that are running in the network all have the property thattheir messages are delayed by some spei�ed amount of time (the exat delay requiredis spei�ed in Theorem 6 and is independent of F). We stress that our protool is onlyproven seure in the ase that the arbitrary protools running together with it do notuse time (beyond the delays that we impose).(b) Negative result: We show that it is impossible to ahieve seurity under onurrentgeneral omposition if no restritions (like delays) are imposed on the arbitrary protoolsrunning in the network.Positive results. We now elaborate on our main positive results. We note that all of our resultsrelate to the setting of no honest majority. Therefore, our de�nition of seurity does not guaranteefairness. That is, the adversary may reeive output while the honest parties do not. This is standardfor the ase of no honest majority, even in the stand-alone model. (Note that our protools do notguarantee output delivery even in the event that an honest majority does happen to be present.Again, this is standard for protools that ahieve seurity against any number of orruptions.) Ourresult regarding onurrent self omposition is informally stated as follows.Theorem 1.1 Assume that there exist enhaned trapdoor permutations and dense ryptosystems.3Then, in the timing model, any multiparty funtionality F an be seurely omputed under onur-rent self omposition, in the presene of stati adversaries.The proof of Theorem 1.1 gives the �rst onstrution of a protool that ahieves seurity (in thestandard sense) under onurrent self omposition, without relying on a trusted setup phase, an3An enhaned trapdoor permutation has the property that it is hard to invert even given the oins used to samplethe value from the range; see [28, Appendix C.1℄. A dense ryptosystem is one for whih uniform strings are validpubli-keys with notieable probability; see [19℄. We inherit these assumptions from [16℄.4



assumed honest majority, or an assumed a-priori bound on the number of exeutions taking plaeonurrently. As we have mentioned above, our de�nition for onurrent self omposition makesno limitation on the roles played by the parties. Thus, Theorem 1.1 implies the existene ofa onurrent zero-knowledge protool (in the timing model) that remains seure even when theadversary an arry out a onurrent man-in-the-middle attak (i.e., where the adversary maysimultaneously verify and prove many onurrent proofs). This is the �rst zero-knowledge protoolwith this property. (We note that an analogous result is known in a setting where the number ofonurrent exeutions is a priori bounded [43℄.) We also note that in fat, we ahieve a strongerresult than that stated in Theorem 1.1. Namely, any set of protools that are onstruted aordingto the methodology presented in this paper remain seure when onurrently omposed together.In order to state our positive result for onurrent general omposition in more detail, weintrodue the following terminology. A protool that does not use any timing instrution (and inpartiular never refers to a lok) is alled timing-free. We say that a (timing-free) protool � isÆ-delayed if every message in � is delayed by at least Æ time units before it is sent. We stress thatthe ontents of the messages spei�ed by � are untouhed. Furthermore, there is no assumptionregarding the delaying of messages by orrupted parties. Rather, seurity is guaranteed as long(and only as long) as the honest parties delay all �-messages, as instruted. We now informallystate our main result:Theorem 1.2 (main theorem { informal): Assume that there exist enhaned trapdoor permutationsand dense ryptosystems, and let F1; : : : ;Ft be any set of multiparty funtionalities. Then, thereexist protools �1; : : : ; �t in the timing model that seurely ompute F1; : : : ;Ft under onurrentgeneral omposition (in the presene of stati adversaries), as long as the arbitrary protools runningonurrently in the network together with �1; : : : ; �t are Æ-delayed, for some parameter Æ.Another equivalent way of stating the seurity guarantee ahieved by Theorem 1.2 is that it is pos-sible to seurely ompute any multiparty funtionality F under onurrent general omposition, aslong as all the protools running onurrently in the network are either Æ-delayed or are onstruted\aording to our methodology". In the theorem, the protools realizing F1; : : : ;Ft are those thatare onstruted \aording to our methodology". We also stress that the protool �i that seurelyrealizes Fi is the same, irrespetive of the other funtionalities Fj and protools �j that are beingrun together with it. Furthermore, the parameter Æ is also independent of the funtionalities.We note that Theorem 1.1 follows immediately from Theorem 1.2. This is due to the fat thatin Theorem 1.2 seurity is guaranteed as long as the seure protools are run alongside arbitraryprotools that are Æ-delayed. In Theorem 1.1, on the other hand, seurity is guaranteed only underonurrent self omposition, where the set of arbitrary protools running alongside is empty.We prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 by �rst onstruting a protool that seurely realizes theommon random string (CRS) funtionality under onurrent general omposition (as long as thearbitrary protools running together with it are delayed). The CRS funtionality simply handseah party a uniformly distributed string, and as suh is essentially a multiparty oin-tossingfuntionality. We then rely on the fat that any eÆient funtionality an be seurely omputedunder onurrent general omposition in the ommon random string model [16℄. Thus ombiningour protool for seurely realizing the CRS funtionality together with a delayed version of theprotool of [16℄, instantiated separately for eah funtionality Fi, we obtain that F1; : : : ;Ft an beseurely omputed under onurrent general omposition with any Æ-delayed protool.Disussion. The proof of Theorem 1.2 gives the �rst onstrution of a protool that ahievesseurity (in the standard sense) in suh a general setting of omposition, without relying on a5



trusted setup phase or an assumed honest majority. Of ourse, as we have mentioned, this omesat the prie of the honest parties delaying all messages of protools running onurrently to ourprotool. On the one hand, these delay instrutions an easily be arried out by all honest parties.However, on the other hand, they impose a severe slow-down that is unlikely to be tolerated inreal settings. Thus, reduing the number and length of the delays imposed by our protool is animportant question for future researh. A more important shortoming of our result is that we donot ahieve seurity if the arbitrary protool � that is run together with our protools uses time inits own instrutions. This question is also left open. Despite the above shortomings, our protoolprovides the �rst feasibility result for this setting, and it demonstrates that timing assumptions anbe used to bypass the broad impossibility results for ahieving seurity under onurrent generalomposition.Negative results. As we have mentioned, the timing assumptions are used for introduing time-out and delay instrutions in the protool. Furthermore, our use of delays is extensive, sine we donot only insert delay instrutions into our seure protool �, but we also require that every messageof every arbitrary (timing-free) protool � that runs onurrently to � is also delayed. This is learlya drawbak of our result. However, we show that some sort of \time-based" modi�ation of � isessential for ahieving seurity. Reall that a protool � is timing-free if it never looks at its lokand so ontains no time-based instrution (and in partiular no delay or time-out instrutions). Wesay that a protool � is seure under onurrent general omposition with timing-free protools, if itis seure when run onurrently with any timing-free protool �. We prove the following theorem(stated informally here):Theorem 1.3 There exist large lasses of eÆient funtionalities that annot be seurely omputedunder onurrent general omposition with timing-free protools, even in the timing model, unlessan honest majority or a trusted setup phase are assumed.We onlude that some timing-based modi�ation must be introdued into �. The question of howmany delays must be introdued into �, and of what length, is left open by this work.1.3 Related WorkSeure omputation was �rst studied in the stand-alone model, where it was shown that any multi-party funtionality an be seurely omputed [48, 30, 8, 17℄. The study of onurrent ompositionof protools was initiated by [26℄ in the ontext of witness indistinguishability, and was next onsid-ered by [21℄ in the ontext of non-malleability. Until reently, the majority of work on onurrentomposition was in the ontext of onurrent zero-knowledge [22, 47℄. The onurrent omposi-tion of protools for general seure omputation was only onsidered muh later. Spei�ally, the�rst de�nition and omposition theorem for seurity under onurrent general omposition waspresented by [20℄ for the ase of perfet seurity in the information-theoreti setting. Next, [45℄onsidered the omputational setting and the ase that a seure protool is exeuted one in anarbitrary network. The general ase for the omputational setting, where many seure protool ex-eutions may take plae (again, in an arbitrary network) was then onsidered in the de�nition (andomposition theorem) of universal omposability [12℄. It was also shown that any funtionality anbe seurely realized in this setting assuming an honest majority [12℄, or assuming a trusted setupphase in the form of a ommon random string [16℄, or in the form of a key registration funtionality[3℄. However, in the ase of no honest majority or trusted setup, broad impossibility results havebeen demonstrated for universal omposability, onurrent general omposition and onurrent selfomposition [15, 37, 38℄. 6



These impossibility results justify and provide motivation for onsidering restrited networksettings and weaker notions of seurity. One type of restrition that has been onsidered foronurrent self omposition is that of m-bounded onurreny, where an upper bound m on theglobal number of onurrent exeutions is assumed [1℄. In this model, both positive results [36,44, 43℄ and lower bounds [36, 38℄ have been demonstrated. In our opinion, the timing model isa more realisti assumption than that of bounded onurreny. A di�erent way of bypassing theaforementioned impossibility results (and one not taken in this paper) is to onsider weaker notionsof seurity. This approah was taken by the works [42, 46, 5, 39℄ who all provide \additional power"to the ideal adversary (i.e., they allow the simulator to run longer than the real-model adversary).We remark that suh solutions provide weaker seurity guarantees.As we have mentioned, timing assumptions were introdued in the ryptographi ontext by [22℄.Subsequently, they have been used in a number or works, inluding [24, 23, 34, 29℄. However, allof these works onsidered the seurity of spei� ryptographi tasks (namely, zero-knowledge andauthentiation-type protools). Furthermore, they all onsidered seurity under a limited formof onurrent self omposition. This paper is the �rst to use timing assumptions in order toonstrut a seure protool for any multiparty funtionality, that remains seure under onurrentself omposition, and under onurrent general omposition with (timing-free) delayed protools.2 De�nitions and Tools2.1 PreliminariesWe denote the seurity parameter by n. A funtion �(�) is negligible in n (or just negligible) if forevery polynomial p(�) there exists a value N suh that for all n > N it holds that �(n) < 1=p(n).A mahine is said to run in polynomial-time if its number of steps is polynomial in the seurityparameter, irrespetive of the length of its input. Formally, eah mahine has a seurity-parametertape upon whih 1n is written. The mahine is then polynomial in the ontents of this tape.Let X = fX(n; a)gn2N;a2f0;1g� and Y = fY (n; a)gn2N;a2f0;1g� be distribution ensembles. Then,we say that X and Y are omputationally indistinguishable, denoted X � Y , if for every non-uniformpolynomial-time distinguisher D there exists a funtion �(�) that is negligible in n, suh that forevery a 2 f0; 1g�, jPr[D(X(n; a)) = 1℄� Pr[D(Y (n; a)) = 1℄j < �(n)Typially, the distributions X and Y will denote the output vetors of the parties in real and idealexeutions, respetively. In this ase, a denotes the parties' inputs.2.2 Seurity Under Conurrent General Composition in the Timing ModelIn this setion, we present the de�nition of onurrent general omposition in the timing model.This is a diret extension of the de�nition of onurrent general omposition in the standard(non-timed) model, as de�ned for example in [12, 37℄. Informally speaking, onurrent generalomposition onsiders the ase that a protool � for seurely omputing some ideal funtionality F ,is run onurrently (many times) with arbitrary protools running in the network. This arbitrarynetwork is modelled as a \alling protool" � with respet to the funtionality F . That is, �is a protool that ontains, among other things, \ideal alls" to a trusted party that omputesthe funtionality F . This means that in addition to standard messages sent between the parties,protool �'s spei�ation ontains instrutions of the type \send the value x to the trusted partyand reeive bak output y". Then, the real-world senario is obtained by replaing the ideal alls to7



F in protool � with real exeutions of protool �. (When we say that an ideal all to F is replaedby an exeution of �, this means that the parties run � upon the same inputs that � instruts themto send to the trusted party omputing F .) The omposed protool is denoted by �� and it takesplae without any trusted help.We note that in this omposed protool, messages of � may be sent onurrently to the exeu-tions of � (even though � \alls" �). In addition, the inputs are determined by � and may thereforebe inuened by previous �-outputs and the party's overall view in the arbitrary network. Westress that although the above seems very similar to \modular sequential omposition" of [11℄, itis fundamentally di�erent. Most importantly, here there is no restrition on the sheduling of theexeutions of � (or equivalently alls to F) with respet to �. For example, � may inlude manyalls to � and these exeutions may be run onurrently with eah other and with other messages of�. (This an be ahieved by having � be multi-threaded and thus ontain instrutions like \invoken exeutions of � simultaneously".) To take this a step further, � may not even �x the shedulingahead of time; rather it may ontain instrutions like \upon reeiving a request from some party torun � proeed using the input x". We also remark that � models a large network and may thereforeinvolve many more parties than in any single exeution of �. Furthermore, there is no limitationon the di�erent sets of parties running �; they may sometimes be distint, partially interseting orthe same.Now, seurity is de�ned for � by requiring that for every protool � that ontains ideal alls toF , an adversary interating with the omposed real protool �� (where there is no trusted help) ando no more harm than in an exeution of � where a trusted party omputes all the alls to F . Thistherefore means that � behaves just like an ideal all to F , even when it is run onurrently withany arbitrary protool �. The above informal desription is the same in the standard (non-timed)model and in the timing model. The only di�erene is that in the timing model, the parties haveaess to loal loks. This will be desribed below.We stress one more issue regarding the above formulation of seurity. As we have mentioned,� is supposed to represent a real dynami network like the Internet. However, it is �xed ahead oftime, unlike real networks. The reason why this suÆes is beause we quantify over all protools� in the de�nition of seurity. Thus, if there exists a real-world senario in whih the protool �does not behave like an ideal all to F , it is possible to retroatively take the real-world exeutionand use it to de�ne a protool �. It then follows that � does not behave like an ideal all to F withrespet to this �, ontraditing the de�nition of seurity. Note that this holds even if the shedulingof the protools in the real Internet-like setting depends dynamially on the messages sent. Thisis due to the fat that, as mentioned above, � does not neessarily �x the sheduling of protoolsahead of time, but may leave this to the adversary and partiipating parties.Seure multiparty omputation. A multiparty omputation task for a set of parties P1; : : : ; Pmis ast by speifying a (probabilisti polynomial-time) multiparty ideal funtionality F that reeivesinputs from these parties and provides outputs. The aim of the omputation is for the parties tojointly ompute the funtionality F . Aording to the standard ideal/real model paradigm [31, 6,40, 11, 28℄, a real protool exeution is ompared to an ideal exeution where a trusted third partyomputes F for the parties. Instead of expliitly onsidering suh a trusted party, we sometimestalk about the parties (and adversary) ommuniating diretly with the ideal funtionality. Thisis just shorthand for saying that the parties ommuniate with the trusted party omputing thefuntionality.Basi network model. As is typial for seure multiparty omputation, we assume that theparties are all linked by authentiated (but not neessarily private) hannels. Thus, the adversary8



annot modify a message sent by one honest parties to another honest party, without being deteted.This assumption an be realized using a publi-key infrastruture for seure digital signatures.We also assume that eah party has a unique identity. Under the assumption that a publi-keyinfrastruture is in plae, a party's identity ould be taken to be its publi-key. (This assumes,however, that the adversary annot opy a party's publi-key.) We remark that although the aimof this work is to remove setup assumptions, the existene of authentiated hannels is assumedby almost all work on seure multiparty omputation, even in the stand-alone model. Indeed thestandard seurity guarantees are not ahievable without assuming authentiated hannels; see [2℄for disussion and work on seure omputation without authentiated hannels. In any ase, westress that the setup assumption required for ahieving authentiated hannels (see [13℄), is farweaker than both the ommon-referene string model used in [16℄ and the key-registration modelused in [3℄.Adversarial behavior. In this work we onsider maliious, stati adversaries. That is, theadversary ontrols an a priori �xed subset of the parties who are said to be orrupted. The orruptedparties follow the instrutions of the adversary in their interation with the honest parties, andmay arbitrarily deviate from the protool spei�ation. The adversary also reeives the view ofthe orrupted parties at every stage of the omputation. In our model, the adversary also has fullontrol over the sheduling of the delivery of all messages. Thus, the network is asynhronous.Finally, as we will see below, the adversary has some ontrol over the loks of the honest parties.The F-hybrid model. Let � be an arbitrary protool that utilizes ideal interation with a trustedparty omputing the multiparty funtionality F (reall that � atually models arbitrary networkativity). There may be many opies of the funtionality, and so these opies are di�erentiatedby unique session identi�ers or sids. A protool � that runs in the F-hybrid model ontains twotypes of messages: standard messages and ideal messages. A standard message is one that is sentbetween two parties that are partiipating in the exeution of �, using the point-to-point network(or broadast hannel, if assumed). An ideal message is one that is sent by a partiipating party(or the adversary) to the ideal funtionality F , or from the ideal funtionality to a partiipatingparty (or the adversary). Ideal messages are typially inputs and outputs for the funtionalitybeing omputed by the trusted party. However, in order to model exeution failures, there are two\speial" ideal messages (or instrutions) that the adversary an send to the trusted party. The�rst is an abort instrution whih is due to the fat that in our setting (of no honest majority)there is no guaranteed output delivery. The seond is a time-out instrution that is unique to thetiming model. In more detail:1. Abort instrutions: These instrutions play the same role as in stand-alone seure omputationfor the ase of no honest majority. That is, in the ase that an honest party reeives an invalidmessage in a real protool exeution, it would halt and output abort (meaning that maliiousbehavior has been deteted). The ideal adversary must therefore also be able to ause anhonest party to output abort in the ideal (or hybrid) model.Thus, the adversary an issue instrutions of the type (abort; sid; Pi) to the trusted party.Upon reeiving suh a message, the trusted party forwards (abort; sid) to Pi, who in turn setsits output from exeution sid to abort.4 We stress that an abort instrution an be issued atany time and for any party. Furthermore, one an honest party reeives abort, it halts theexeution (and should refuse to restart it).4We note that in known protools for stand-alone seure omputation without an honest majority in the syn-hronous model, abort is also output when a party doesn't reeive all of its messages in a given round. In our model,a party will either just ontinue waiting (possibly forever), or will output time-out if so instruted by the protool.9



2. Time-out instrutions: These instrutions are inluded in order to model the ase that anhonest party is instruted to output time-out in a protool exeution (in the timing model).The purpose of a time-out output is to indiate that the exeution an be safely repeated(unlike when the output is abort). As with abort, the ideal adversary must also be ableto ause an honest party to output time-out in an ideal/hybrid exeution. However, themehanism for time-outs is di�erent than for aborts. In partiular, a time-out an only beissued before any output was generated.Formally, the adversary may issue an instrution of the type (time-out; sid) to the trustedparty. Upon reeiving suh a message, the trusted party heks if it previously sent any outputin exeution sid.5 If no outputs have been sent, then the trusted party sends (time-out; sid)to all parties and halts the exeution. Otherwise (if outputs have been sent), the trustedparty just ignores the time-out instrution.Note that as used here, the time-out mehanism has no relation to time. Indeed, in the hybridmodel there are no loks.We remark that if one party reeives time-out, then no parties reeive output. This is due to thefat that the funtionality sends time-out to all parties (and so if the adversary delivers an outputto an honest party, it an only be time-out). This is in ontrast to aborts, where some partiesmay reeive abort and some may reeive their presribed output. (The issue of whether all partiesreeive abort together or not is disussed in [32℄.)Notie that the omputation of � is a \hybrid" between the ideal model (where a trusted partyarries out the entire omputation) and the real model (where the parties interat with eah otheronly). Spei�ally, the messages of � are sent diretly between the parties, and the trusted partyis only used in the ideal alls to F .As is standard for onurrent settings, the adversary ontrols the sheduling of all messages,inluding both standard and ideal messages. This means that even if the trusted party sends thesame output to all parties at the same time, the honest parties only reeive their output if andwhen the adversary deides to deliver it. As usual, we assume that the parties are onneted viaauthentiated hannels. Therefore, the adversary an read all standard messages, and may use thisknowledge to deide when, if ever, to deliver a message. (We remark that the adversary annot,however, modify messages or insert messages of its own.) In ontrast, the hannels onneting thepartiipating parties and the trusted party are both authentiated and private. More preisely,ideal messages are omprised of a publi header and a private body. The ontents of a messagethat belong in the header or body is spei�ed by the funtionality de�nition. In general, the publiheader ontains information like the name and session identi�er of the funtionality for whih themessage is intended. We stress that although the adversary delivers the entire message, it an onlyread the publi header, and annot read the private body. However, we adopt the onvention thatthe length of this private body is given to the adversary. (This models the fat that the lengths ofinputs and outputs annot be fully hidden from the adversary.)6Computation in the F-hybrid model proeeds as follows. The omputation begins with theadversary reeiving the inputs and random tapes of the orrupted parties. Throughout the exe-ution, the adversary ontrols these parties and an instrut them to send any standard and ideal5In the ase that the funtionality is a simple funtion, all outputs are generated and sent at the same time. Thus,this redues to the trusted party just heking if it has omputed the funtion output yet. In the ase of reativefuntionalities where omputation takes plae over a number of phases, outputs are generated at di�erent times.Here, the trusted party heks that no outputs were generated until this time.6For the majority of this paper, the ideal funtionality that we onsider generates a publi ommon random string.Therefore, all ommuniation between the parties and funtionality an be made part of the publi header.10



messages that it wishes. In addition to ontrolling the orrupted parties, the adversary delivers allthe standard and ideal messages (when and if it wishes to do so) by opying them from outgoingommuniation tapes to inoming ommuniation tapes. The series of ativations is sequential.That is, the adversary is ativated �rst, at whih time it an arry out any arbitrary omputation.It onludes its ativation by writing a message to the inoming ommuniation tape of either aparty or an ideal funtionality. A party (or an ideal funtionality) that reeives a message on itsinoming ommuniation tape is immediately ativated. When it halts, the adversary is ativatedone again.7 Upon being ativated, the honest parties always follow the spei�ation of protool �.Spei�ally, upon reeiving a message (delivered by the adversary), the party reads the message,arries out a loal omputation as instruted by �, and writes standard and/or ideal messagesto its outgoing ommuniation tape, as instruted by �. Likewise, the ideal funtionality followsits presribed instrutions (and is never orrupted). At the end of the omputation, the honestparties write the output value presribed by � on their output tapes, the orrupted parties out-put a speial orrupted symbol and the adversary outputs an arbitrary funtion of its view. Letn be the seurity parameter, let S be an adversary for the F-hybrid model with auxiliary inputz 2 f0; 1g�, let I � [m℄ be the set of orrupted parties, and let x = (x1; : : : ; xm) 2 (f0; 1g�)m bethe vetor of the parties' inputs to �. Then, the hybrid exeution of � with ideal funtionality F ,denoted hybridF�;S;I(n; x; z), is de�ned as the output vetor of all parties and S from the abovehybrid exeution.The real model. Let � be a multiparty protool. Intuitively, the omposition of protool � with� is suh that a real exeution of protool � takes the plae of an ideal all to F .8In the real model, eah party holds the ode of a probabilisti interative Turing mahine (ITM)that works aording to the spei�ation of the protool �.9When � instruts a party to send anideal message (i.e., input) � to the ideal funtionality F with session identi�er sid, the party reatesa new instantiation of the ITM for �, assoiates the identi�er sid with this mahine, and invokesit with input �. Any message that it later reeives that is earmarked for � with identi�er sid, itforwards to this ITM. All other messages (that are not earmarked for �) are answered aordingto �. Finally, when the exeution of � with identi�er sid onludes and a value � is written on theoutput tape of the ITM, the party opies � to the inoming ommuniation tape for �, as if � isan ideal message (i.e., output) reeived from the opy of the ideal funtionality F with identi�ersid. This omposition of � with � is denoted �� and takes plae without any trusted help. Thus,the omputation proeeds in the same way as in the hybrid model, exept that all messages arestandard. (Like in the hybrid model, the adversary ontrols message delivery and an also readmessages sent, but annot modify or insert messages.) Let n be the seurity parameter, let A bean adversary for the real model with auxiliary input z, let I � [m℄ be the set of orrupted parties,and let x be the vetor of the parties' inputs to �. Then, the real exeution of � with �, denotedreal��;A;I(n; x; z), is de�ned as the output vetor of all the parties and A from the above realexeution.So far the desription of the real model is onsistent with the standard non-timed model. Inour timing model, in addition to the above, eah party has a loal lok. In order to model parties7The adversary an ativate parties at the beginning of the exeution, before there are messages to deliver, bysending them a speial \begin omputation" message.8Reall that though we refer to � as a protool, it ould in fat be an arbitrary asynhronous environment,onsisting of multiple protool exeutions.9Note that eah party reeives the same mahine and thus the same set of instrutions for �. This means thatseparate, �xed roles are not de�ned for the di�erent parties. Rather, assigning the roles (if di�erent roles exist, likefor example in zero-knowledge proof where there are distint prover and veri�er roles) is assumed to be a part of thefuntionality. 11



with loks, we add a lok tape to the interative Turing mahines that model the parties in thenetwork; we all suh a modi�ed mahine an ITMC (interative Turing mahine with a lok). Aswe will see below, the adversary is the only mahine to update the lok tapes of the parties. Theleeway given to the adversary in its ontrol over these tapes determines the model being onsidered.For example, if the adversary has full ontrol and an write any values that it wishes to the loktapes, then this is equivalent to a non-timed, fully asynhronous model. On the other extreme,if the adversary initializes all loks to 0 and adds 1 to eah lok at the same time, then thisis equivalent to the fully synhronous model.10 In the timing model, as introdued by [22℄, theadversary is somewhat limited in its power over the lok tapes. Spei�ally, the adversary aninitialize the values of the lok tapes to any values that it wishes (this initialization takes plaeat the onset of the omputation and models the fat that we do not require synhronized loks).Following this initialization step, the adversary may update the lok of any party that it wishes,under the onstraint that a bound on the lok drift is preserved. Loosely speaking, this restritionstates that the loks of all mahines proeed at approximately the same rate (within a fator of�). More formally, let M1; : : : ;M` be the ITMC's in the network and let a1; a2; : : : be the seriesof global states of all mahines in the network, where aj denotes the global state after the jthativation of a mahine by the real-model adversary. (Note that we do not inlude ativationsof the adversary, but just of the partiipating parties.) Denote the ontents of the lok tape ofmahine Mi in ativation aj by loki(aj), and let loki(a0) be the initial value of its lok tape.Then, adversarial ontrol over the loks is modeled as follows:1. Before the omputation begins, the adversary is allowed to write any values that it wishes tothe parties' lok tapes (if a value is not written, then the default is 0). These are the initiallok values.2. Every time that the adversary is ativated, it is given write aess to the lok tapes of allthe parties. This write aess is limited in a natural way in that the adversary is only allowedto inrease the urrent value. We stress that writing to a party's lok tape does not ativateit (in this way, it is di�erent than writing to a party's inoming ommuniation tape).The above desribes how the adversary updates the lok tapes; it does not speify any limitationsover these updates. In the timing model, it is assumed that the loks all proeed within � unitsof eah other. That is, let � � 1 be a onstant. We say that an adversary is �-drift preserving if forevery pair of parties Pi and Pj and for every k � 1,1� � (lokj(ak)� lokj(ak�1)) � loki(ak)� loki(ak�1) � � � (lokj(ak)� lokj(ak�1)) (1)In other words, whenever a party's lok is inreased by some value Æ, then all other loks mustbe inreased by some value between Æ=� and Æ�. An equivalent and more expliit way of statingthis requirement is as follows.Let � � 1 be a onstant. Then, we say that an adversary is �-drift preserving if there exist aseries of values Æ1; Æ2; : : : so that for every i and every k � 1,Æk � loki(ak)� loki(ak�1) � Æk � �10Of ourse, just updating the loks together does not neessarily fore the adversary to ativate all the parties inparallel (or essentially in parallel, by ativating them sequentially in a round robin fashion). Nevertheless, a protoolan fore this by having a party abort if it does not reeive its round i messages when its lok reads i.12



This means that between ativation ak�1 and ativation ak, the loks of all parties have inreasedby a value whih is between Æk and Æk�. Intuitively, one an think of Æk as being the objetive realtime (although there may be a number of values Æk that ful�ll this ondition).11The rest of the exeution is the same as in the (non-timed) real exeution desribed above.Let n be the seurity parameter, let A be an �-drift preserving adversary for the real model withauxiliary input z, let I � [m℄ be the set of orrupted parties, and let x be the vetor of the parties'inputs to �. Then, the real exeution of � with �, denoted real���;A;I(n; x; z), is de�ned as theoutput vetor of all the parties and A from the above real exeution.Seurity under onurrent omposition in the timing model. Having de�ned the hybridand real models, we an now de�ne seurity of protools under onurrent omposition. We �rstde�ne seurity under onurrent general omposition. Loosely speaking, the de�nition asserts thatfor any ontext, or alling protool �, the real exeution of �� emulates the hybrid exeution of �whih utilizes ideal alls to F . This is formulated by saying that for every real-model adversarythere exists a hybrid model adversary for whih the output distributions are omputationally indis-tinguishable. The fat that the above emulation must hold for every protool � that utilizes idealalls to F , means that general omposition is being onsidered (reall that � represents arbitrarynetwork ativity).As we have desribed, we don't atually ahieve onurrent general omposition in the mostgeneral sense. Rather, we only obtain seurity when the arbitrary protools running in the net-work are all delayed by some parameter Æ. Furthermore, these protools (before the Æ-delays areadded) are timing-free; i.e., the protools never instrut the honest parties to read their lok tapes.Formally,De�nition 1 (delayed protools): Let � be any timing-free protool (in the real model or in theF-hybrid model for some F), and let Æ = Æ(n) be a funtion. Then, �Æ is the protool obtainedfrom � by having every honest party delay sending every (standard or ideal) message by Æ loal timeunits. 12 We all �Æ a Æ-delayed protool.We stress that the above notion of Æ-delayed protools is only de�ned for protools � that are timingfree. Thus, any time we refer to a Æ-delayed protool �Æ, it is impliit that the original protool �was timing-free. We are now ready to de�ne our notion of seurity:De�nition 2 (seurity under onurrent general omposition in the timing model): Let � be aprobabilisti polynomial-time protool, let F be an ideal funtionality, and let � be a onstant. Wesay that � seurely realizes F under onurrent general omposition in the timing model with �-drift iffor every probabilisti polynomial-time m-party protool � in the F-hybrid model and every �-driftpreserving non-uniform polynomial-time real-model adversary A for ��, there exists a probabilistinon-uniform polynomial-time hybrid-model adversary S suh that for every I � [m℄:nhybridF�;S;I(n; x; z)on2N;x2(f0;1g�)m;z2f0;1g� � nreal���;A;I(n; x; z)on2N;x2(f0;1g�)m;z2f0;1g� (2)11Clearly this alternate ondition implies Eq. (1). Conversely, taking Æk = minjflokj(ak)�lokj(ak�1)g, Eq. (1)implies that maxjflokj(ak) � lokj(ak�1)g � Æk�, whih in turn implies that for every i, Æk � loki(ak) �loki(ak�1) � Æk�.12That is, a message generated is sent out when the party is ative again and Æ time units have passed by the loallok. Depending on the exat loal lok reading when the party is ativated, the delay introdued may be morethan Æ. 13



If there exists a Æ suh that nhybridF�;S;I(n; x; z)o � nreal�(�Æ)�;A;I(n; x; z)o holds (note that here� is Æ-delayed), then we say that � seurely realizes F under onurrent general omposition withÆ-delays in the timing model with �-drift.We stress that the real exeution with A takes plae in a model with time and loks, whereas thehybrid exeution with S takes plae in a model with no timing at all.The above de�nition an be extended to deal with a number of protools �1; : : : ; �t suh thateah �i seurely realizes some funtionality Fi. We will need this for stating our main result:De�nition 3 We say that �1; : : : ; �t seurely realize F1; : : : ;Ft under onurrent general omposi-tion with Æ-delays in the timing model with �-drift if for every (non-timed) probabilisti polynomial-time m-party protool � in the (F1; : : : ;Ft)-hybrid model and every �-drift preserving non-uniformpolynomial-time real-model adversary A for (�Æ)�1;:::;�t, there exists a probabilisti non-uniformpolynomial-time hybrid-model adversary S suh that for every I � [m℄:nhybridF1;:::;Ft�;S;I (n; x; z)on;x;z � nreal�(�Æ)�1;:::;�t ;A;I(n; x; z)on;x;zwhere �i is alled in the plae of any ideal all to Fi.In the setting of onurrent self omposition, a seure protool is run many times onurrently,but it is the only protool running in the network. In this setting, whih is a speial ase of thesetting of onurrent general omposition, the \arbitrary" (non-timed) protool � ontains alls tothe ideal funtionality, and nothing else (and thus is no longer arbitrary). We let �F denote theset of (non-timed) protools that ontain only alls to ideal funtionality F (and in partiular haveno standard messages). We have the following de�nition, that basially states that a protool isseure under onurrent self omposition if it is seure under onurrent general omposition withany protool from the lass of protools �F :De�nition 4 (seurity under onurrent self omposition in the timing model): Let � be a prob-abilisti polynomial-time protool and let F be an ideal funtionality. Then, � seurely realizes Funder onurrent self omposition in the timing model with �-drift if for every � 2 �F and for every�-drift preserving non-uniform polynomial-time real-model adversary A, there exists a probabilistinon-uniform polynomial-time hybrid-model adversary S suh that for every I � [m℄:nhybridF�;S;I(n; x; z)on;x;z � nreal���;A;I(n; x; z)on;x;zwhere x 2 (f0; 1g�)m and z 2 f0; 1g�.We remark that if De�nition 4 had onsidered protools in (�F )Æ rather than protools in �F ,where (�F )Æ is the set of protools obtained from �F by adding Æ-delays before the sending of eahideal message, then De�nition 4 would learly be a speial ase of De�nition 2 when onsideringonurrent general omposition with Æ-delays; the only di�erene is that now the set of Æ-delayedprotools is muh more restrited. Moreover, if a protool � seurely realizes F aording toDe�nition 4 when only onsidering protools in (�F )Æ , then there exists a protool �0 that seurelyrealizes F aording to De�nition 4 (whih onsiders non-timed protools in �F ); protool �0 simplyruns � while delaying the sending of the �rst message by Æ time units. This implies that our resulton onurrent self omposition follows as an immediate orollary from our result on onurrentgeneral omposition with Æ-delays. 14



Non-trivial protools in the timing model. As we disussed in the introdution, the timingmodel relies on two assumptions: the lok-drift � and the maximum network lateny �. However,the seurity of a protool should rely solely on the more realisti assumption regarding lok drift.Therefore, our above de�nition refers to the lok drift, but makes no mention of the networklateny; the lateny assumption is only used in order to guarantee non-triviality. Loosely speaking,a protool is non-trivial if the honest parties are guaranteed to reeive their outputs (aording tothe funtionality de�nition) in exeutions where the adversary is \well-behaved". More spei�ally,in the ontext of the timing model, a protool is non-trivial for � and � if in eah exeution inwhih the adversary is �-drift preserving, delivers all messages in time at most �, and does notorrupt any party, none of the parties output time-out or abort.De�nition 5 (non-triviality): We say that a protool � is non-trivial under timing assumptions (�; �)if in any exeution of � where:1. The real-model adversary A has not orrupted any of the partiipating parties, and2. The real-model adversary A is �-drift preserving and delivers all the messages of � within �time units (aording to the loks of all the parties { see explanation below),it holds that all parties reeive an output that does not equal time-out or abort.Notie that item (2) in De�nition 5 refers to delivery within � time units aording to the loksof all parties. More spei�ally, this means that if a message is sent by one honest party P toanother honest party P 0 when the vetor of loks of all parties reads (t1; : : : ; tm), then the messageis reeived by P 0 when the vetor of loks is suh that for every i, party Pi's lok reads at mostti +�. Thus, � is an upper bound on the lateny with respet to all loal loks (and not withrespet to some spei� lok).Modeling delays and time-outs. As we have disussed in the Introdution, our seure protoolsutilize the loks by introduing delay and time-out instrutions. Suh instrutions an be arriedout in our model as follows:1. Delay instrutions: If a party Pi is instruted to delay sending a message x by  time units,then it hooses a random identi�er delay-id and writes (x; delay-id; ; time) on its work tape,where time is the urrent ontents of its lok tape. It then writes (delay,delay-id,) on its out-going ommuniation tape onluding the ativation. Upon reeiving a message (send,delay-id) from the adversary in a future ativation, party Pi �rst heks that  units have passedaording to its lok (i.e., that the urrent ontents of its lok is at least time+ , where and time are the values in the tuple indexed by delay-id). If not, then it halts this ativation.If yes, then it writes the delayed message x on its outgoing ommuniation tape, onludingthe ativation. (We note that our deision to write the length  of the delay on the outgoingommuniation tape is arbitrary and makes no di�erene to our result.)2. Time-out instrutions: If a party Pi (or an ITMC that it runs as a subprotool) has aninstrution to time-out if it doesn't reeive a spei� message within  time units from thepresent time, then Pi writes the urrent ontents of its lok tape on its work tape. Then,when it reeives the spei� message, it outputs time-out if the urrent ontents of its loktape is greater than the previously reorded value plus .Disussion { loal omputation time. In our de�nitions, we have inluded a loal lok onmahines and use this to measure the time that it takes for messages to be sent and reeived over15



the network. A more general model would also inlude issues suh as the time that it takes forloal omputation. The fous of this paper is a seure protool that utilizes timing assumptions,and not the issue of modelling time in its most general fashion. Our model therefore assumesthat loal omputation is immediate (this an be seen beause the adversary is not ativated whileloal omputations take plae and so annot update the loks). One approah for generalizing themodel is to have the adversary be ativated after every single step of the transition funtion of anITMC. We leave these questions of modelling for future work.2.3 ToolsOur protool uses a number of di�erent tools and primitives. In this setion, we briey desribethese tools and provide referenes to full de�nitions.Witness indistinguishable and witness hiding proofs [26℄. We onsider the interativeproof system between a probabilisti polynomial-time veri�er and a probabilisti polynomial-timeprover who is given an auxiliary input (typially, an NP-witness). Suh an interative proof iswitness indistinguishable if interations in whih the prover uses di�erent \legitimate" auxiliary-inputs are omputationally indistinguishable from eah other [26℄. Reall that any zero-knowledgeproof system is also witness indistinguishable. Furthermore, witness indistinguishable proofs remainwitness indistinguishable under onurrent omposition. Witness hiding proofs have the propertythat a veri�er annot obtain a witness from its interation with the prover. For example, if aprover proves that it knows the preimage of some one-way funtion using a witness-hiding proof,then the interation will not help any probabilisti polynomial-time veri�er to ompute a preimage.Witness hiding proofs an be onstruted from witness indistinguishable proofs by onsidering\double statements" with independent witnesses, of the form \I know the preimage of one of v1and v2" [26℄. See [27, Setion 4.6℄ for a full treatment of witness indistinguishable and witnesshiding proofs.Strong proofs of knowledge [27℄. A proof of knowledge [33, 7℄ is an interative proof whihonvines a veri�er that the prover \knows" a witness to a ertain statement. This is in ontrastto a regular interative proof, where the veri�er is just onvined of the validity of the statement.The onept of \knowledge" for mahines is formalized by saying that if a prover an onvine theveri�er, then there exists an eÆient proedure that an \extrat" a witness from this prover (thusthe prover knows a witness beause it an run the extration proedure on itself). More formally,a proof of knowledge has the property that for every mahine P � there exists a knowledge extratorK, suh that if P � onvines V with probability p, then K \extrats" a valid witness from theprover P � with probability that is negligibly lose to p. A strong proof of knowledge, as de�nedby Goldreih [27, Se. 4.7.6℄, is a proof of knowledge where the knowledge extrator runs in stritpolynomial-time and ful�lls the following more stringent requirement: There exists a negligiblefuntion �(n) suh that if a given prover onvines the honest veri�er to aept with probabilitygreater than �(n), then the knowledge extrator sueeds in obtaining a witness with probabilityat least 1� �(n). See [27, Se. 4.7.6℄ for a full treatment.We remark that there exist witness indistinguishable strong proofs of knowledge with any super-onstant number of rounds. (The onstrution of [27℄ uses a super-logarithmi number of sequentialexeutions of the 3-round zero-knowledge proof for Hamiltoniity [10℄. However, using the sameideas, it an be shown that by running logn parallel exeutions of the proof of Hamiltoniity, anysuper-onstant number of sequential repetitions is atually enough. We an therefore redue thisto any super-onstant number of rounds �(n) = !(1).) We also remark that it has been shown16



that under exponential hardness assumptions, there do not exist witness indistinguishable strongproofs of knowledge with a onstant number of rounds, even using non-blak-box tehniques [4℄.3 Construting Seure Protools in the Timing ModelIn this setion we prove our main positive results, whih onsists of proving Theorem 1.2 (andobtaining Theorem 1.1 as a orollary). We begin by formally restating Theorem 1.2.Theorem 6 (Theorem 1.2 { restated): Assume that there exist enhaned trapdoor permutationsand dense ryptosystems, and let � and � be onstants where 1 � � < 3p1:5.13 Then, there existsa funtion Æ(n) def= �(n) �� � � suh that for any set of probabilisti polynomial-time funtional-ities F1; : : : ;Ft there exist probabilisti polynomial-time protools �1; : : : ; �t that seurely realizeF1; : : : ;Ft under onurrent general omposition with Æ-delays in the timing model with �-drift.Furthermore, eah �i is non-trivial under timing assumptions (�; �), and does not depend on theother funtionalities fFjgj 6=i.The majority of the proof of Theorem 6 involves showing how to seurely realize the \ommon ran-dom string" (CRS) funtionality under onurrent general omposition with any Æ-delayed protool�Æ. We begin by formally de�ning the CRS funtionality in Setion 3.1. Next, in Setion 3.2, weshow that in order to prove Theorem 6, it suÆes to seurely realize the CRS funtionality underonurrent general omposition with Æ-delays. Finally, Setions 3.3 to 3.6 are devoted to showinghow to indeed seurely realize the CRS funtionality under onurrent omposition with Æ-delays.3.1 The CRS FuntionalityWe now formally de�ne the ommon random string funtionality, denoted Frs. Intuitively, thefuntionality simply hooses a random string and sends it to all parties. Any party an send thefuntionality a rsgen request. One the funtionality reeives suh a request, it generates a randomstring Rrs and sends it to the adversary and all the parties. Reall that the adversary ontrolsthe delivery of messages between Frs and the parties; therefore, the fat that Frs sends theoutput does not mean that the parties reeive it immediately (or even that they will ever reeiveit). Reall also that parties may reeive time-out and abort outputs, as de�ned in Setion 2.2. Aformal desription of Frs appears in Figure 2.Funtionality FrsLet n be the seurity parameter and let p(�) be a �xed polynomial.14 Let P1; : : : ; Pm be the set of allparties, and let S be the adversary. The funtionality Frs proeeds as follows:Upon reeiving a message (rsgen; sid; fPi1 ; : : : ; Pikg), hoose a uniformly distributedstring Rrs 2R f0; 1gp(n), send (rsgen; sid; fPi1 ; : : : ; Pikg; Rrs) to S and to all partiesPi1 ; : : : ; Pik , and halt.15Figure 2: The ideal multiparty Frs funtionality13This limitation on � is needed in our proof of seurity.14Frs is parameterized by a polynomial p(�) that determines the length of the ommon random string generated.If desired, this an be inluded as input with almost no di�erene to the protool (the only neessary addition is forthe parties to negotiate the value of p(�) at the onset).15When the set of parties fPi1 ; : : : ; Pikg is lear from the ontext, we sometimes let the message (sid; ompute)be a shorthand for the message (rsgen; sid; fPi1 ; : : : ; Pikg). Similarly, we let (sid; Rrs) be a shorthand for17



We note that the Frs funtionality sends only uniformly distributed strings (in ontrast to someprior de�nitions whih allowed any eÆiently samplable distribution). This is ruial for our im-plementation sine we use a oin-tossing protool.3.2 Reduing the Problem to Realizing the CRS FuntionalityIn the Frs-hybrid model, all parties are given aess to the Frs funtionality. As we have men-tioned, it follows from [16℄ and from the omposition theorem given in [12℄, that if the Frs fun-tionality an be seurely realized under onurrent general omposition then any funtionality Fan be seurely realized under onurrent general omposition (assuming the existene of enhanedtrapdoor permutations and dense ryptosystems).16Unfortunately, it is known that the Frs funtionality annot be seurely realized under onur-rent general omposition, unless an honest majority or a trusted setup phase is assumed [12, 14, 15℄.Moreover, as we show in Setion 5, even in the timing model, the Frs funtionality annot be se-urely realized under onurrent general omposition. Instead, we show how to seurely realizethe Frs funtionality in the timing model under onurrent general omposition with Æ-delays, asde�ned in De�nition 2. In this setion, we show that this implies that any series of multiparty fun-tionalities an be seurely realized in the timing model under onurrent general omposition withÆ-delays, as de�ned in De�nition 3. Our proof follows the following series of steps. Let F1; : : : ;Ftbe a series of multiparty funtionalities and let � be a protool that seurely realizes the Frs fun-tionality in the timing model under onurrent general omposition with Æ-delays, for Æ as de�nedin the theorem. Then,1. We �rst use [16℄ to obtain timing-free protools �1; : : : ; �t suh that eah �i seurely realizesFi under onurrent general omposition in the Frs-hybrid model. (Note that eah �i isseure in a model without time.)2. Next, we wish to replae the ideal alls to Frs in eah �i by invoations of the real protool�. However, sine � is only seure when all other protools that are run onurrently in thenetwork are Æ-delayed, we �rst insert delays into all the protools �1; : : : ; �t. We denote by�̂i the Æ-delayed version of �i, as de�ned in De�nition 1. Note that inserting delays into �idoes not a�et its seurity beause the seurity of �i holds under any sheduling.3. Finally, we de�ne the protool �i to be the omposition of �̂i with � (i.e., �̂i uses real alls to� instead of ideal alls to Frs).We now explain intuitively why �1; : : : ; �t seurely realize F1; : : : ;Ft. Let � be any arbitraryprotool. We argue that the result of a real exeution of � with �1; : : : ; �t is indistinguishable fromthe result of an exeution of � with ideal alls to F1; : : : ;Ft,17 as follows. De�ne a new protool�0 that inludes the timing-free protool � and the timing-free protools �1; : : : ; �t, where eah�i replaes the ideal alls to Fi. The protool �0 is timing-free and it runs in the Frs-hybridmodel, beause eah �i runs in the Frs-hybrid model. The fat that an exeution of �0 withFrs is indistinguishable from a hybrid exeution of � with F1; : : : ;Ft follows from the seurity of(rsgen; sid; fPi1 ; : : : ; Pikg; Rrs).16Atually, the result in [16℄ holds only for the lass of \well-formed" funtionalities. However, in the ase of statiadversaries, this only limits the funtionalities to those that are \unaware" of whih parties are orrupted and whihare honest. Sine in our de�nition of the omputational model the ideal funtionality is not given this information,it follows that all eÆient funtionalities an be seurely realized.17Of ourse, this is ompletely informal and what we mean is that the onditions of De�nition 3 are met.18



�1; : : : ; �t under onurrent general omposition in the Frs-hybrid model. Next, we use the fatthat � seurely realizes Frs when run onurrently with any Æ-delayed protool. In partiular, itseurely realizes Frs when run onurrently with �0Æ (the Æ-delayed version of �0). Thus, it followsthat the real protool �0Æ with �, denoted (�0Æ)�, is indistinguishable from �0 with ideal alls to Frs,whih is in turn indistinguishable from � with ideal alls to F1; : : : ;Ft. Finally, note that (�0Æ)� isexatly the same as the omposition of � with the protools �̂1; : : : ; �̂t. Thus, the theorem follows.We proeed to provide a formal proof of the above; i.e., of the fat that the protools of [16℄(with delays of length Æ inserted before the sending of eah message), omposed with a protool forseurely realizing the Frs funtionality in the timing model under onurrent general ompositionwith Æ-delays, results with protools that seurely realize F1; : : : ;Ft under onurrent general om-position with Æ-delays. We remark that the proofs are straightforward, and just involve justifyinga few tehnial points related to the above informal reasoning. First, the hybrid model of [16℄ isnot quite the same as the one de�ned here, sine in our de�nition the adversary an send time-outinstrutions to the trusted party. This is in ontrast to the hybrid model of [16℄ whih does notinlude time-out instrutions (this tehniality was not expressed in the above informal disussionbut is proven below). Seond, we do not seurely realize the Frs funtionality under standardonurrent general omposition (even though the seurity of the �i protools was proven in thissetting); rather, we seurely realize it under onurrent general omposition with Æ-delays. Despitethe above di�erenes, we show that our onstrution is seure.We note one tehniality that must be dealt with. Aording to our de�nition, a time-out anonly be issued before any outputs are obtained. Thus, a poliy must be determined regarding whatthe delayed protool �̂i should do in ase Frs returns time-out (note that in the model of [16℄where � was onstruted, the funtionality Frs never returns time-out; this issue only arises inthe timing model). There are two possible approahes here. First, we ould de�ne that the outputof � in this ase is abort (and not time-out). The drawbak of this approah is that we lose theadvantage of a time-out that enables parties to restart the exeution. The seond approah is torely on the fat that the protool � from [16℄ an be written so that there is only a single all toFrs, and this takes plae at the very onset of the exeution (before any outputs are produed).We prefer this latter approah as it results in a protool that an be restarted in the ase that highnetwork lateny is the only reason that the protool did not terminate suessfully.We �rst laim that time-out instrutions an be added to a seure timing-free protool � withoutmaking any real di�erene. As disussed above, we assume that � ontains only a single all toFrs, and this takes plae at the onset of the exeution. In the proof below, we will refer both to theFrs-hybrid model de�ned in this paper where time-out instrutions are allowed and to the Frs-hybrid model of [16℄ where there are no time-out instrutions. We will all these the Frs-hybridmodel with and without time-outs, respetively.Claim 3.1 Let F be a funtionality and let � be a timing-free protool that ontains a single allto Frs at the onset of the protool and seurely realizes F under onurrent general omposition inthe Frs-hybrid model without time-outs. De�ne the protool �0 to be the same as � exept that if anhonest party reeives time-out as output from the ideal Frs funtionality, then it outputs time-outin �0 and halts. Then, protool �0 seurely realizes F under onurrent general omposition in theFrs-hybrid model with time-outs, as de�ned in Setion 2.2.Proof Sketh: The only di�erene between � and �0 is with respet to the possibility of obtainingtime-out. There are two ases here:1. Case 1 { the Frs funtionality sends time-out to all honest parties: In this ase, the ideal-model adversary/simulator for �0 sends a time-out instrution to the trusted party omputing19



the funtionality F . Sine Frs is alled at the onset of the exeution, and thus before anyoutputs are generated, this implies that the time-out instrution is \aepted" by the trustedparty, and thus it will also send time-out to all honest parties.2. Case 2 { the Frs funtionality does not send time-out to the honest parties: In this ase, theexeution of �0 is exatly the same as �. Therefore, the simulator for �0 follows exatly thesame strategy as the simulator for �.Note that the simulator for �0 knows whether it is in ase 1 or ase 2, and so an eÆiently implementthe above strategy. Furthermore, by the de�nition of the hybrid model, all parties reeive time-outor none do; thus these are the only two ases. This ompletes the proof sketh.So far, we have shown that adding time-out instrutions does not make any di�erene with respetto a protool's seurity in the Frs-hybrid model. The next laim shows that in order to seurelyrealize any t funtionalities F1; : : : ;Ft, it suÆes to prove that the Frs funtionality an be seurelyrealized under onurrent general omposition with Æ-delayed protools.Claim 3.2 For any set of probabilisti polynomial-time multiparty funtionalities F1; : : : ;Ft, let�01; : : : ; �0t be timing-free protools suh that for every i, �0i seurely realizes Fi under onurrentgeneral omposition in the Frs-hybrid model with time-outs. Furthermore, let � be a real-worldprotool that seurely realizes Frs (with time-outs) under onurrent general omposition with Æ-delays in the timing model with �-drift. For every i, de�ne the real-world protool �i = (�̂i)�,where �̂i = (�0i)Æ is the Æ-delayed version of �0i. Then, the real protools �1; : : : ; �t seurely realizeF1; : : : ;Ft under onurrent general omposition with Æ-delays in the timing model with �-drift.Proof Sketh: Fix any set of probabilisti polynomial-time multiparty funtionalities F1; : : : ;Ft,and let �01; : : : ; �0t be as in the laim statement. Let � be an arbitrary protool that ontains idealalls to the funtionalities F1; : : : ;Ft. Consider now the real-world protool (�Æ)�1;:::;�t, where eah�i is as de�ned in the laim statement, where �i replaes every ideal all to Fi in �, and where themessages of � are delayed by Æ units of time. It holds that(�Æ)�1;:::;�t = ((�Æ)�̂1;:::;�̂t)� = ((��01;:::;�0t)Æ)�;where the �rst equality from the fat that �i = (�̂i)�, and the seond equality follows from the fatthat �̂i = (�0i)Æ. Now, by the assumption in the laim, � seurely realizes Frs under onurrentgeneral omposition with Æ-delays in the timing model with �-drift. Thus, for every real-modeladversary A there exists an adversary H in the Frs-hybrid model with time-outs suh thatnreal�(�Æ)�1;:::;�t ;A;I(n; x; z)on;x;z � �real�((��01;:::;�0t)Æ)�;A;I(n; x; z)�n;x;z� �hybridFrs��01;:::;�0t ;H;I(n; x; z)�n;x;zNext, we use the fat that �0i seurely realizes Fi under onurrent general omposition in theFrs-hybrid model with time-outs (note that there is atually no time in this model). Spei�ally,this implies that for every adversary H in the Frs-hybrid model with time-outs, there exists anadversary S in the F1; : : : ;Ft-hybrid model with time-outs suh that�hybridFrs��01;:::;�0t ;H;I(n; x; z)�n;x;z � nhybridF1;:::;Ft�;S;I (n; x; z)on;x;z20



Combining the above, we have that �1; : : : ; �t seurely realize F1; : : : ;Ft under onurrent generalomposition with Æ-delays in the timing model with �-drift, as required.Under the assumption that enhaned trapdoor permutations and dense ryptosystems exist, theresult of [16℄ provides us with protools � as required in Claim 3.1. Thus, using Claim 3.2 weonlude that in order to prove Theorem 6 it suÆes to prove that there exists a protool � thatseurely realizes Frs under onurrent general omposition with Æ-delays in the timing model with�-drift. The rest of this setion is devoted to this task of seurely realizing Frs.Remark: Above we introdued the \hybrid model without time-outs" only in order to refer to thefuntionalities in [16℄ whih do not aept time-out instrutions from the adversary. For the restof this paper, whenever we refer to a hybrid model, we mean the model de�ned in Setion 2.2 thatallows time-outs.3.3 Overview of the Protool for Frs and its Seurity AnalysisBefore proeeding to desribe the atual protool for seurely realizing the Frs funtionality, weprovide a high-level overview of the onstrution. The basi struture of the protool is an extensionof the two-party oin-tossing protool of [35℄ (whih is in turn an extension of Blum's protool [9℄).In this protool, eah party �rst ommits to a randomly hosen value and provides a zero-knowledgeproof of knowledge of the ommitted value. In the next phase of the protool, eah party revealsits ommitted value, without atually deommitting, and provides a zero-knowledge proof thatthe revealed value is indeed the one that was ommitted to. The idea behind this onstrution isthat due to the soundness of the proofs, a orrupted party has no hoie but to reveal the valuethat it ommitted to in the �rst phase. Thus, the binding property of the ommitment sheme ispreserved. Intuitively, this means that the adversary annot bias the outome of the oin-tossingprotool, beause it is bound to the orrupted parties' ommitted values before it sees the honestparties' ommitted values. However, in order to prove the seurity of the oin-tossing protoolaording to the simulation paradigm, it is neessary to onstrut a simulator that an fore theoutome of the protool to be the exat string Rrs that is generated by the ideal funtionalityFrs. The zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge are inluded in order to failitate suh a simulation.Spei�ally, it is true that the adversary must reveal the orretly ommitted value due to thesoundness of the proofs. However, the simulator an run the simulator for the zero-knowledgeprotool, and an e�etively heat. Thus, the simulator an reveal any value that it wishes andis not bound by the ommitment sheme (note that deommitment never atually takes plae;rather the ommitted value is revealed and the zero-knowledge proof is used to determine thatit is orret). This observation is used in the following way. In the �rst phase of the protool,the simulator ommits to random values for the honest parties, and extrats all of the valuesommitted to by the orrupted parties (it does this by running the knowledge extrator on theproofs of knowledge of the ommitted values). Next, given the orrupted parties' values, it hoosesnew random strings for the honest parties so that the XOR of the extrated orrupted parties'values and the new honest parties values equals Rrs exatly. Finally, the simulator reveals thenew (fake) honest party values and simulates the zero-knowledge proofs laiming that the revealedvalues are indeed the ommitted ones (whih they are not). The adversary's view in this simulationis indistinguishable from in a real protool exeution due to the hiding property of the ommitmentsand the zero-knowledge property of the proofs.A ruial point in the above seurity argument is that the proofs of knowledge must be runindependently of eah other (in order to ensure that the adversary does not \opy" a proof from anhonest party). The same holds also for the zero-knowledge proofs of onsisteny in phase 2. (Here21



the reason is slightly di�erent. During simulation, the simulator atually \heats" by proving aninorret theorem. We need to ensure that the adversary annot use the heating of the simulatorin order to heat itself.) In the stand-alone ase, this independene is ahieved by simply runningthe proofs sequentially. Tehnially, this enables the rewinding of the proofs of knowledge providedby the adversary (for extration in the �rst phase) and the rewinding of the zero-knowledge proofsveri�ed by the adversary (for simulation in the seond phase) without overlapping and thereforewithout interfering with any of the other proofs. In our ase, however, we must ahieve seurityunder onurrent omposition. Therefore, it is not possible to enfore any spei� sheduling thatwill ensure independene between the proofs (or that they don't overlap during rewinding).As a �rst step towards solving this problem (and as a solution to another problem), we limit therewinding stages to be \early" on in the protool. In partiular, rewinding takes plae only beforethe deommitment values are revealed and so before the ommon referene string an be learnedby the adversary. This is a neessary step beause time-out instrutions are ruial for enabling\proper rewinding," and as we have disussed in Subsetion 2.2, a time-out must only our beforethe adversary an learn the output. We ahieve this by using the spei� zero-knowledge argumentsof knowledge of Feige and Shamir [25℄ (an argument is a proof system where soundness is onlyguaranteed for polynomial-time heating provers). Loosely speaking, the Feige-Shamir argumentsystem onsists of two witness-indistinguishable proofs of knowledge (WIPOKs, for short); �rst theveri�er proves that it knows one of two independent serets; next, the prover proves either that itknows one of the veri�er's serets or that it knows the real witness. The soundness of this protoolfollows from the fat that a WIPOK for statements with multiple independent witnesses is witnesshiding. Therefore, the prover ould not have obtained the seret from the �rst WIPOK and mustuse the real witness in the seond WIPOK. The zero-knowledge property is demonstrated by �rstextrating a seret from the veri�er in the �rst stage, and then proving the seond WIPOK usingknowledge of this seret. Note that the seond stage of the simulation requires no rewinding, andthat this is the only part of the proof that depends on the statement being proved.To be more preise, our protool onsists of three phases. In Phase 1, eah player runs aWIPOK that it knows one of two independent serets (this is the �rst WIPOK of the Feige-Shamirargument system). Then, in Phase 2, eah player ommits to a random value, and runs a singleWIPOK that it either knows the value that it ommitted to or that it knows one of the seretsof the veri�er (ompleting the Feige-Shamir argument that was initiated in Phase 1). Thus, bythe end of Phase 2, eah player has ommitted to some value and has proved in zero-knowledgeto eah of the other players that it knows the value that it ommitted to. Notie that phases 1and 2 orrespond to the �rst part of the oin-tossing protool of [35℄. The oin-tossing protoolis then ompleted in Phase 3 where eah player reveals the value that it ommitted to in Phase2 (without deommitting), and proves that it is the orret value. This proof is a single WIPOKthat it either knows the deommitment information that orresponds to this value or that it knowsone of the serets of the veri�er. One again, ombining this WIPOK with that of phase 1, weobtain a Feige-Shamir argument. Thus, both the proofs of Phase 2 and of Phase 3 (whih onsistof only a single WIPOK) are atually zero-knowledge, as required by the oin-tossing protool. Animportant property of this protool is that the only rewinding needed is (a) to extrat the seretsfrom the �rst Feige-Shamir WIPOK in Phase 1 (enabling simulation later), and (b) to extrat theommitted value from the adversary in Phase 2. This implies that all rewinding takes plae beforePhase 3, whih is where the ommitted values are revealed. Furthermore, all rewinding is atuallyfor the purpose of extration only.1818This strategy simpli�es the proof of seurity, beause it turns out to be \muh easier" to extrat than simulate.This is espeially true beause we use strong proofs of knowledge, rather than ordinary ones; see below.22



Until now, we have foused on how to limit the rewinding to the early stage of the protool, andto witness extration only. However, a far more ruial issue is how we arry out this extration(i.e., rewinding) in the onurrent setting. It is here that we use the timing assumptions, viatime-out and delay instrutions, in an inherent way. Informally speaking, there are two issues thatmust be dealt with when onsidering onurrent omposition here: (a) the WIPOK protools mustself-ompose (i.e., we should be able to extrat and enfore independene when many WIPOKexeutions take plae onurrently), and (b) the WIPOK exeutions should remain seure (again,enabling extration and independene) when run onurrently with an arbitrary Æ-delayed protool�. We separately explain, at an intuitive level, the seurity of the WIPOKs under these two typesof omposition.19Composition with arbitrary Æ-delayed protools. The main problem that arises whenrunning a seure protool � onurrently to an arbitrary other protool �, is that the adversary maybe able to generate some dependene between � and the seure protool �. (For example, � messagesmay have the same format as � messages and so an adversary an just forward messages from oneprotool to another). On a more tehnial level, the proof of seurity works by onstruting ahybrid-model simulator who runs � externally, while internally simulating �. Now, if the simulatorneeds to rewind �, it annot proeed with � beause the �-messages are sent to external parties andso annot be retrated. Thus, it is ruial that while rewinding the WIPOKs in order to extrat,the simulator does not need to send any �-messages externally. By setting Æ to be the amount oftime that it takes to omplete a WIPOK, we have that the rewinding spans only over this amountof time. Thus, if � is Æ-delayed, we have that no new � messages need to be dealt with duringrewinding. We note that the length of the WIPOK is fored to be at most Æ by timing-out if ittakes too long. Thus, as desribed in the introdution, the needed e�et is obtained by ombiningtime-out and delay instrutions together.Conurrent self-omposition. The main onern that arises here is that of independene. Thatis, when many WIPOK exeutions are run onurrently, the adversary an arry out a man-in-the-middle (or mauling) attak, in whih it takes messages reeived in one exeution and forwards (ormodi�es) them in another exeution. Suh a strategy enables it to \opy" a proof provided by anhonest party, and ontradits the requirement of independene.In order to prevent suh an attak, it suÆes to ensure that no (relevant) WIPOK in one sessionours onurrently with any (relevant) WIPOK in another session. However, in a setting wherewe annot oordinate between multiple sessions of the protool, this is impossible. We thereforehave the parties prove many WIPOKs in every session, aording to a arefully designed shedulingstrategy. Our sheduling is based on the Chor-Rabin sheduling [18℄, with modi�ations neessarydue to the fat that we work in the onurrent setting with timing (whereas they worked in the fullysynhronous model). Our sheduling has the property that for every two sessions, there exists atleast one WIPOK in the �rst session that does not overlap with any of the WIPOKs of the seondsession. We all a sheduling that has this property a pairwise-disjoint sheduling, and disuss itfurther in Setions 3.4 and 4.20 We note that we make essential use of the timing assumptions inorder to onstrut this sheduling.Use of strong proofs of knowledge. We atually use strong proofs of knowledge in our protool,rather than ordinary ones. (Reall that suh a proof has the property that if the prover onvines19We aution the reader that the formal proof of seurity does not separate out in this fashion.20We remark that the Chor-Rabin sheduling was also used by [21℄ in a onurrent-type setting in order to ahievenon-malleable ommitments (without timing assumptions). Our setting di�ers in that we have many exeutions (andin this way it is \harder"), but we also utilize timing assumptions (and in this way it is \easier").23



the veri�er with non-negligible probability, then the extrator obtains a witness with overwhelmingprobability. Furthermore, the running-time of the extrator is independent of the probability thatthe prover onvines the veri�er.) We do not know if this is essential, but we also do not knowhow to prove the seurity of our protool otherwise.21 Loosely speaking, we use strong proofs ofknowledge in order to obtain the following e�et. Our simulation strategy works by running in a\straight-line simulation mode" until a WIPOK is reahed. When the beginning of suh a proofis reahed, we leave this mode and enter an \extration mode," where rewinding takes plae. Wethen run the extrator, while internally simulating the future messages (that is, the strategy isatually one of look-ahead, rather than rewinding bak). Now, if a strong proof of knowledge isused, then after the extrator terminates, we are guaranteed that the following holds: either theextrator sueeded in obtaining a witness, or if it did not, we know that the prover will onlysueed in onvining the veri�er with negligible probability (in whih ase, we will not need thewitness beause the session will be aborted with all but negligible probability). Thus, there is nounertainty (of ourse, beyond the negligible probability that the above will not hold). In ontrast,in a regular proof of knowledge, suh a look-ahead would fail beause even if the extrator did notobtain a witness, it may still happen that the prover will onvine the veri�er. Thus, we wouldneed to use a \rewind bak" strategy where after the prover onvines the veri�er, we would gobak and obtain the witness. This type of strategy seems to be more diÆult when dealing with theexternal �-messages (although, as mentioned above, we do not know whether or not the diÆultiesare inherent).3.4 ShedulingOur goal is to onstrut a protool that seurely realizes the Frs funtionality in the timing model,in a general multiparty network where sessions are being exeuted onurrently. One of the majorrisks in this onurrent setting is related to the notion of malleability. Loosely speaking, this refersto an adversary who interleaves di�erent exeutions of the protool, and hooses its messages inone exeution based on messages that it reeives in the other exeutions. Consider, for example,many interleaved exeutions of a (regular, stand-alone) zero-knowledge proof of knowledge. In thissetting, even if an adversary sueeds in onvining a veri�er that it knows some seret s, it doesnot neessarily mean that the adversary atually knows s. Rather, it may be the ase that thereis some other party that is onurrently proving to the adversary that it knows the same seret s,and the adversary is simply relaying the messages between these two exeutions. Suh a strategyis known as a \man-in-the-middle" attak. In order to onstrut seure protools, it is neessaryto prevent suh attaks.Our idea for preventing suh mauling attaks is based on [18℄, who introdue a method foronurrently alternating and interleaving protool exeutions in the fully synhronous model, whilepreserving independene. Loosely speaking, they onstrut an O(logn)-round n-party protool, inwhih eah party (onurrently) arries out several zero-knowledge proofs sequentially, so that atleast one of its proofs is \independent" from the proofs of the other parties.More spei�ally, they assoiate with eah party Pi a unique identi�er idi 2 f0; 1g2m thatontains exatly m ones and m zeros (sine the number of parties is polynomial in n, the value man be set to be O(logn)). The protool onsists of 2m phases, where in eah phase some of theparties play the role of prover (and all parties verify). A party plays the prover in a zero knowledgeproof in phase k if and only if the kth bit of its identi�er is 1 (i.e., party Pi will play the prover in21This is the �rst work that we are aware of that utilizes strong proofs of knowledge in an essential way, ratherthan just in order to simplify the onstrution and proof.24



phase k if and only if (idi)k = 1). In total, every party plays the prover's role during half of thephases, and for every two parties Pi and Pj , there is at least one phase in whih Pi ats as a proverwhile Pj ats only as a veri�er, and vie versa. This follows from the fat that for every i 6= j,idi and idj are distint and they both have the same number of ones and zeros. Therefore, thereexist two distint indies k and k0 suh that: (a) (idi)k = 1 and (idj)k = 0, and (b) (idi)k0 = 0and (idj)k0 = 1. Thus, in phase k party Pi proves and party Pj only veri�es, and in phase k0party Pj proves and party Pi only veri�es. Intuitively, this prevents Pi from using Pj as an oralefor supplying its proofs. As we explain below, even though this method seems to guarantee onlypairwise independene, it atually ahieves overall independene. We show that a similar idea anbe used to ahieve independene in a onurrent setting, in the timing model.To this end we de�ne the notion of a pairwise disjoint sheduling. In Setion 4 we show howto onstrut a pairwise disjoint sheduling in the timing model. In Setion 3.5, we show how suha sheduling an be used to design a protool that seurely realizes the Frs funtionality underonurrent general omposition with delays, in the timing model.Pairwise-disjoint sheduling. Consider one pre-spei�ed protool �, whih needs to be exeutedonurrently in many di�erent sessions, where eah session has a unique identi�er. The aim of apairwise-disjoint sheduling is to ensure that di�erent onurrent exeutions of � are somewhat\independent". Intuitively, the idea is to ahieve independene by requiring the parties to at asfollows: Instead of running a single exeution of Protool � in a given session, the parties exeute� several times in that session aording to some pre-spei�ed \pairwise-disjoint" sheduling S.Loosely speaking, this sheduling ensures that when looking at any two distint sessions (eahontaining at least one honest party), there exists at least one exeution in eah of the sessionsthat does not interset (i.e., overlap) with any exeution in the other session.We de�ne the notion of a pairwise-disjoint sheduling algorithm S that reeives for input a pro-tool �, a unique session identi�er sid, and the network timing assumptions � and �. The algorithmS(�; sid;�; �) then outputs a shedule onsisting of many exeutions of � with the property thatfor every two distint sessions sid and sid0 there exists at least one exeution in S(�; sid;�; �) thatdoes not overlap with any of the exeutions of S(�; sid0;�; �; ) and vie versa. We stress a ruialpoint here. When onsidering many di�erent sessions, it may be the ase that every exeution of �in a session sid overlaps with some other exeution of � in some other session. However, it is guar-anteed that for every session sid0, there exists at least one exeution of � in session sid that doesnot overlap with any of the exeutions in session sid0. This type of pairwise disjointness suÆessine in our proof the simulator simulates all the honest provers exept for one hosen prover whihwill be an \external prover." It is only this \external prover" that annot be rewound. Thus, itsuÆes to ensure that for eah session there exists one exeution whih does not overlap with theproofs of the \external prover." This is exatly what a pairwise disjoint sheduling ensures.In what follows, we formally de�ne the syntax of a sheduling algorithm. We are only interestedin shedules whih are polynomial-time22 and non-trivial (where the parties output time-out onlyif the network delay is too long). We therefore inorporate these requirements into the de�nition.De�nition 7 (non-trivial sheduling algorithm): A non-trivial sheduling algorithm is an algorithmS that reeives for input a protool �, a session identi�er sid, and a pair (�; �), and outputs ashedule � onsisting of polynomially many exeutions of � together with delay and time-out in-strutions that are polynomial in � and �. Furthermore � is non-trivial (as de�ned in De�nition 5).22This means that the number of exeutions of � in the shedule is polynomial in �, � and n, and also that all honestparties will �nish the shedule (either terminate normally or abort or time-out) within time whih is polynomial. Inpartiular, due to the non-triviality ondition, this requires that all the delays are for polynomial durations.25



Before proeeding further, we de�ne what it means for an exeution of a protool � to overlap withanother exeution. Let �1 and �2 be two exeutions of Protool �, and let P1 and P2 be any twohonest partiipants in �1 and �2 respetively. Then, �1 and �2 overlap aording to P1 and P2, if P1sends a �1 message after P2 has sent its �rst �2 message but before P2 sends its last �2 message,or if P2 sends a �2 message after P1 has sent its �rst �1 message but before P1 sends its last �1message. This is shown in Figure 3 (a) and in Figure 3 (b), respetively. Therefore, if �1 and �2overlap aording to P1 and P2 then there is a message (of �1 or of �2) that was sent while P1was exeuting �1 and while P2 was exeuting �2. Notie that the notion of overlapping is de�nedwith respet to a pair of parties. This is due to the fat that parties do not neessarily beginand onlude exeutions at the same time in an asynhronous network (and so �1 and �2 may notoverlap aording to some pairs, and may overlap aording to others). We therefore always referto overlapping aording to a spei�ed pair of parties. We are now ready to de�ne what it meansfor a shedule to be pairwise-disjoint.
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Figure 3: A shemati representation of the two situations when two WIPOKs �1 and �2 are saidto overlap with respet to two parties P1 and P2, respetively. The horizontal timelines indiate theprogress of the exeution. In situation (a), the upward pointing bold arrow represents a message in�1 sent out by P1. In the lower timeline for P2, the hashed region between the parenthesis indiateswhen P2 is exeuting �2. The vertial dotted line indiates that while a message in �1 was sent outby P1, P2 was exeuting �2. In situation (b), the roles of P1 and P2 are reversed.De�nition 8 (non-trivial pairwise-disjoint sheduling): The shedule output by a non-trivial shedul-ing algorithm S is said to be pairwise-disjoint if it has the following property: Let sid1 6= sid2 be anyidenti�ers of the same length and assume that �1 = S(�; sid1;�; �) and �2 = S(�; sid2;�; �) arerun in a network with an �-drift preserving adversary, suh that both sid1 and sid2 have at leastone honest partiipant eah. Then for any two honest parties P1 and P2 in sessions sid1 and sid2respetively, there exists an exeution of � in �2, denoted by �2, suh that for every exeution �1in �1, it holds that �1 and �2 do not overlap aording to P1 and P2.Note that if P2 times-out session sid2 before some exeution �� in S(�; sid1;�; �) was initiated,then in partiular �� does not overlap with any exeution in S(�; sid2;�; �), aording to P1 andP2. This fat will be used in the proof of Theorem 12 in Setion 4.In Setion 4, we prove the following theorem whih will be used in order to onstrut ourprotool for seurely realizing the Frs funtionality.26



Theorem 9 There exists a non-trivial pairwise-disjoint sheduling algorithm for any protool �,any network delay �, any lok-drift � suh that 1 � � < 3p1:5, and any set of identi�ers sid 2f0; 1gpoly(n). Furthermore, in eah exeution of � in the sheduling, honest parties output time-outif the exeution runs for longer than � � rounds(�) time units aording to the party's loal lok,where rounds(�) denotes the number of rounds of ommuniation in an exeution of �.Before proeeding, we explain again (but in more detail) why pairwise disjointness suÆes. In ourprotool, we use a pairwise disjoint sheduling for WIPOKs. Then, at some stage in our proof ofseurity of the protool, we fous on a single session sid, and argue that the simulation (i.e., theextration from WIPOK proofs) in all sessions sid0 6= sid an be arried out without rewindingduring any WIPOK of session sid. This an be ahieved beause the pairwise disjointness propertyof the shedule guarantees that for every session sid0, there exists at least one WIPOK in sid0that does not overlap with any WIPOK in sid. We an therefore extrat from the non-overlappingWIPOK in sid0 without rewinding any of the WIPOK proofs in sid. Sine this is true for all sessionssid0 6= sid, we are able to simulate without rewinding any WIPOK proof in sid, as required.3.5 The Protool for FrsThe protool below refers to a one-way funtion f and a ommitment sheme C. We denoteby C(r; s) a ommitment to r using random oins s. For simpliity, we use a non-interativeommitment sheme. Suh shemes are known to exist assuming the existene of 1{1 one-wayfuntions. Our protool uses a broadast primitive, and we assume that all messages are sent overthis hannel. We remark that in the ase that output delivery is not guaranteed (as in our modelhere), broadast that is seure under onurrent general omposition an be easily implemented ina standard point-to-point network [32℄.As was mentioned in Subsetion 3.3, the protool is based on a natural extension of the oin-tossing protool of [35℄ to the multiparty setting, with the following high-level di�erenes. First,instead of using just any zero-knowledge proof of knowledge, we use the zero-knowledge argumentsof knowledge of [25℄ that are onstruted from two witness-indistinguishable proofs of knowledge.23Seond, we use strong proofs of knowledge, rather than \ordinary" ones, so that if the proveronvines an honest veri�er with non-negligible probability, a witness an be extrated with over-whelming probability in polynomial time. Third, some of these strong proofs of knowledge aregiven aording to a pairwise disjoint sheduling. We now present the protool.Protool � (protool for realizing the Frs funtionality in a general multiparty network, assumingtime bounds � and �):� Partiipating Parties: P1; : : : ; Pk (some subset of the parties in the entire network).� Common Input: the seurity parameter n, a session identi�er sid 2 f0; 1gm, and globalonstants � and �.� The Protool: The protool proeeds in three phases.� Phase One:1. Eah party Pi hooses a pair of values wi1; wi2 2R f0; 1gn, and omputes vi1 = f(wi1); vi2 =f(wi2), where f is a one-way funtion.23We note that looking at our protool it is not lear that we use the zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of [25℄,sine the two witness-indistinguishable proofs of knowledge appear in di�erent phases of the protool, and moreover,we use the �rst witness-indistinguishable proof of knowledge for two di�erent zero-knowledge proofs. Thus, ourprotool does not exatly follow the syntax of [25℄ though the onept is similar.27



2. Eah party Pi proves independently to all other parties that it knows f�1(vi1) or f�1(vi2).Formally, Pi proves that it knows a witness for the relationRi1 def= f((vi1; vi2); w) j vi1 = f(w) or vi2 = f(w)g:The proofs are given aording to some arbitrary order; say the party with the smallestID proves �rst, then the party with the seond to smallest ID, and so on.24 Eah Piarries out a proof that has the following properties:(a) The proof is an �(n)-round witness-indistinguishable strong proof of knowledge, forsome pre-spei�ed super-onstant funtion �(�).25 (Heneforth, we denote this proofby WISPOK, for short).(b) The proof is arried out in a parallel manner. That is, Pi sends the �rst message ofthe proof to all other parties. It then waits for the responses from all the parties,and only then sends the seond message to all the parties, and so on.() The �rst and the last messages of the proof are sent by the veri�er. (This onventionis for onveniene.)We let � denote suh a proof system (i.e., � is a protool onsisting of k�1 WISPOKs inwhih a single party Pi gives a proof in parallel to all other parties Pj). Eah party Pirepeats this proof � several times, aording to any non-trivial pairwise-disjoint shedul-ing � = S(�; sid;�; �) in whih eah exeution of � is timed-out by honest parties ifmore than � def= �(n) �� units of time pass on their loal loks. (The existene of suh asheduling is guaranteed in Theorem 9.) Denote by �(i) the shedule in whih Pi playsthe prover. Then, the protool works by �rst running �(1), then �(2) and so on until�(k) (assuming party P1 has the smallest ID, party P2 has the seond to smallest ID,and so on).If a party Pi reeives a time-out message in any exeution of � in any shedule �(j), thenit broadasts time-out to all the parties, outputs (time-out; sid) and halts. Any partyreeiving suh a time-out message also outputs (time-out; sid) and halts.� Phase Two: Eah party Pi operates as follows.1. Party Pi hooses ri 2R f0; 1gp(n) and broadasts a ommitment i = C(ri; si) to all theparties, where C is a perfetly binding ommitment sheme and si is a random string.Pi waits for the ommitments from all other parties to arrive before proeeding.2. Party Pi proves in parallel to every other party Pj that it knows either f�1(vj1) or f�1(vj2)or a pair (ri; si) suh that i = C(ri; si), using an �(n)-round witness-indistinguishablestrong proof of knowledge. Formally, Pi proves that it knows a witness for the relationRi;j2 def= f((vj1; vj2; i); (w; r; s)) j vj1 = f(w) or vj2 = f(w) or i = C(r; s)g:Time-Out Mehanism: For every proof that party Pi partiipated in (either as aprover or as a veri�er), it heks that no more than � = �(n)� � loal time units havepassed from the time that the proof began until the time that it ended. If more timepassed, then Pi broadasts time-out to all the parties, outputs (time-out; sid) and haltsthe exeution. Any party reeiving suh a time-out message also outputs (time-out; sid)and halts the exeution.24Note that by requiring the proofs to be given sequentially we automatially obtain \independene" betweenproofs that belong to the same session.25Reall that suh proofs are known to exist for any super-onstant funtion �(�).28



3. One Party Pi �nished its proof and veri�ed the proofs of all other parties, it broadastsa Phase2over message to all other parties. It then waits for the same message to arrivefrom all other parties before proeeding. After this it will never output (time-out; sid).We remark that the proofs in this phase an be sheduled in any way.� Delay Mehanism: Before ontinuing to Phase 3, eah party Pi waits �� loal time units.� Phase Three: Party Pi broadasts ri to all other parties (without deommitting) and, usinga (regular, not neessarily a strong) 3-round witness indistinguishable proof of knowledge,proves in parallel to every other party Pj that it either knows a preimage for one of vj1; vj2or that it knows s suh that i = C(ri; s). Formally, Pi proves in parallel that it knows awitness for the relationRi;j3 def= f((vj1; vj2; i; ri); (w; s)) j vj1 = f(w) or vj2 = f(w) or i = C(ri; s)g:We remark that the proofs in this phase an be sheduled in any way.� Eah party Pi de�nes R = r1� r2� : : :� rk, where rj is the string it reeived in the previousstep from party Pj , and ri is the string that it broadasted to all other parties.26� Output: Eah party outputs (sid;R).This ompletes the desription of the protool.Conventions. If an honest party reeives a message that does not have a valid format or if itrejets a proof that it veri�es, then the party broadasts an abort message to all other parties andhalts the exeution.27 Any party reeiving suh an abort message also halts the exeution. Wealso assume that all messages are sent together with the session identi�er sid, whih is part of theommon input. This enables the orret assignment of messages to their intended sessions. Westress that the seurity of the protool does not rely on this assignment being orret. Rather, thismehanism just ensures suessful termination when honest parties interat.3.6 Proof of SeurityWe now show that Protool � seurely realizes the Frs funtionality in the timing model, evenwhen run many times onurrently with an arbitrary other protool �, as long as all the messagesin � are delayed by �� loal time units, where � = �(n) ��.28 In other words, Protool � seurelyrealizes Frs under onurrent general omposition with ��-delays in the timing model with �-drift.As we have seen in Setion 3.2, this (along with the non-triviality ondition) suÆes for provingTheorem 6.Theorem 10 Let � and � be �xed onstants, suh that 1 � � < 3p1:5, and let � = �(n) ��. Then,assuming the existene of 1{1 one-way funtions, Protool � seurely realizes the Frs funtionalityunder onurrent general omposition with ��-delays (as de�ned in De�nition 1) in the timingmodel with �-drift, and in the presene of stati maliious adversaries. Furthermore, Protool � isnon-trivial under timing assumptions (�; �).26Note that sine all the ri's were broadast it must be the ase that all the honest parties have the same R.27Reall that when a party times-out it behaves di�erently. Namely, it does not send an abort message, but rathersends a time-out message.28Reall that �(n) is the number of rounds in the WISPOKs of Protool �.29



Proof: We begin by proving that Protool � is non-trivial. In order to see this, notie that in � anhonest party outputs a time-out message only if a WISPOK takes more than � = �(n) �� loal timeunits or if the (pairwise-disjoint) shedule instruts it to time-out. Sine the WISPOKs onsist of�(n) rounds, if the lateny of the network is at most � (aording to all loal loks) then eahWISPOK will onlude within at most � = �(n) �� loal time units (reall that we assume thatloal omputation is instantaneous). This together with the fat that the shedule used in � isnon-trivial, implies that � is non-trivial.We now proeed to prove the seurity of Protool �. Let � and � be any �xed onstants suhthat 1 � � < 3p1:5. Let ��� be an arbitrary ��-delayed multiparty protool that may ontainideal alls to the Frs funtionality. Let A be any stati non-uniform probabilisti polynomial-time�-drift preserving adversary that runs protool �� in the timing model. We begin by desribing thehybrid-model simulator S that runs � in the Frs-hybrid model (in a model without time).The simulator S simulates the real-model adversary A internally. The aim of S is to forethe output of the oin tossing protool � in any given session to equal the ommon random stringobtained from the Frs funtionality.In order to fore a oin-tossing session to output some given random string Rrs, in eah sessionS will do the following: for every orrupted party Pj , it will extrat from A both a value wj suhthat f(wj) = vj1 or f(wj) = vj2, and a value rj, whih is the deommitment of j (sent by Pj inthe beginning of Phase 2). These values will be extrated before entering Phase 3 of this session.Then, Phase 3 will be simulated in a \straight-line" manner: S will simulate eah honest party Pisending a random ri suh that Rrs = �kl=1rl, and proving to eah party Pj that ri was ommittedto (even though it was not) using the previously extrated witness wj.Thus, the simulation by S onsists of an extration mode and a straight-line simulation mode.The \rewinding" takes plae only when S is in the extration mode (the rest of the simulation is\straight-line"). In the extration mode S rewinds A internally, without rewinding the simulatedprotool. That is, S pauses the simulation, and internally reates a opy of its simulated world.Then the extration is arried out in a look-ahead manner. That is, S (forward) simulates themessages that the honest parties in � will send to A after the paused point, and then rewinds thissimulation. The time onstraints ensure that messages from � (that are sent externally by S) neverhave to be sent while S is in the extration mode, where rewinding takes plae. We now formallydesribe S.The simulator S: S is a \hybrid-world" adversary, that interats with the parties runningprotool � in the Frs-hybrid model (without time). The aim of S is to reate the same e�et inthe Frs-hybrid model, as the real-model adversary A does in a real exeution of �� (in a modelwith time).As was previously mentioned, S's operations onsist of two modes of operation: straight-linesimulation mode and extration mode. S starts and ends in the straight-line simulation mode, butfrequently leaves it and enters the extration mode. In the straight-line mode, S interats withthe honest parties (in the Frs-hybrid model), while updating internally simulated states of theadversary A and of the honest parties running the program for the protool �. In the extration-mode, these simulated states are frozen, while S applies an extration subroutine. The output ofthe extration subroutine will be needed for ontinuing the straight-line mode.We shall denote by Psidi the simulated � program of an honest party Pi for a session sid, whihS uses in the straight-line simulation mode. The simulation enters the extration mode every timethat Psidi is about to take part as a veri�er in one of the WISPOKs given by a orrupted player inthe protool. In this extration mode S alls the extration subroutine. This subroutine will tryto �nd the witness used by the orrupted prover in that WISPOK. The straight-line simulation30



ontinues when the extration subroutine returns.We proeed to de�ne the simulator by �rst desribing the straight-line simulation mode andthen desribing the extration subroutine.Straight-line mode: S internally runs A, and for eah honest party, S simulates the varioustapes that A expets to have aess to (namely, the ommuniation tapes and the lok-tape). Italso maintains simulated states (i.e., the work-tape) of the � programs of the honest parties. As wasmentioned above, we denote by Psidi the program simulated by S, orresponding to the � programof an honest party Pi in session sid. The simulated programs Psidi ommuniate diretly with A.In addition, S needs to let the � program of the external honest parties ommuniate with A(here we mean the real parties with whom S interats in the hybrid model). For � messages fromA to a party Pi, this is done simply by sending the messages out to Pi (i.e., they are opied ontoPi's inoming message tape). However, upon reeiving a � message from an external honest partyPi, simulator S needs to simulate the delay of Pi before forwarding it to A (beause in the hybridworld � messages are sent out without any delay, in ontrast to the real world). Therefore, S waits�� time units aording to Pi's simulated loal lok before sending the reeived �-message to A.Finally, S generates the same input-output as A. More formally:� Whenever a session sid with parties Pi1 ; : : : ; Pik is begun, S sends (rsgen; sid; fPi1 ; : : : ; Pikg)to the Frs funtionality.29 We assume that at least one party in fPi1 ; : : : ; Pikg is honest,sine the ase that all parties are orrupted is trivial.� S initiates the program Psidi orresponding to eah honest partiipant Pi.� If at any point Psidi outputs (time-out; sid), S sends (time-out; sid) to the Frs funtionalityand delivers the message (time-out; sid) from the Frs funtionality to Pi.� Whenever A sends a � message to some party Pi, S sends the � message externally to partyPi.� Whenever S (externally) reeives a � message from some honest party Pi, it stores the messagein an internal delay bu�er. Then, after �� time units aording to Pi's internally simulatedloal lok, it forwards the � message to A.� For all exept one honest party, Psidi runs exatly the program spei�ed by the protool �.We denote the index of this one hosen honest party by h(sid); when sid is lear from theontext we shall write h instead of h(sid).30 The program Psidh(sid) is idential to � in Phases1 and 2, and di�ers from � only in Phase 3. We shall desribe the di�erenes shortly.� In Phases 1 and 2, when Psidh reeives the �rst message of a WISPOK in whih it plays veri�erand a orrupted party plays prover, S applies the extration subroutine (to be de�ned later)to that WISPOK. The output of the extration subroutine is reorded for later referene.(Note that extration is only arried out when Psidh plays the veri�er.)� At the point that Psidh enters Phase 3 of the protool, S arries out the following two heks:29Atually, this rsgen message to the funtionality may have been sent by one of the honest parties partiipatingin session sid. This is inonsequential.30This honest party an be arbitrarily hosen { say, the one with the \smallest" identity among all honest partii-pants. 31



1. S heks the output of the extration subroutine applied to eah of the Phase 1 andPhase 2 WISPOKs given to Psidh by a orrupted party. If in any of them, the extrationsubroutine failed to extrat a valid witness for the statement of that WISPOK, then Soutputs fail1 and halts.2. Let (vh1 ; vh2 ) be the �rst message that Psidh sends in session sid. Reall that w suh thatf(w) 2 fvh1 ; vh2g is a valid witness in all of the Phase 2 WISPOKs that Psidh veri�es. Ifthe extration subroutine, applied to any of the Phase 2 WISPOKs given to Psidh by aorrupted party outputs suh a w as a witness, then S outputs fail2 and halts.Note that if S did not output fail1 then for every orrupted party Pj , the extration subroutineapplied to eah of the Phase 1 WISPOKs given by Pj must have returned wj suh thatf(wj) 2 fvj1; vj2g. Furthermore, for every honest party Pi, S an look up suh a wi from Psidi(beause S runs the ode of Pi internally).Similarly, if S did not output fail2 either, then for every orrupted party Pj , the extrationsubroutine, applied to eah of the Phase 2 WISPOKs given by Pj , must have produed thewitness (rj ; sj) suh that j = C(rj; sj), where j is the ommitment sent by Pj in Phase 2of session sid (reall that the only valid witnesses for this WISPOK are either the abovementioned witness (rj ; sj) or w suh that f(w) 2 fvh1 ; vh2g, where extration of the latterwitness results in fail2). In addition, for every honest party Pi, S an look up ri from Psidi(again, beause S runs Psidi ).Thus, if the above two heks passed (namely, S did not output fail1 or fail2) then S hasobtained values wi and ri, for all partiipants Pi. (As we will see, for all i 6= h, the values wiand ri will be needed by S to ontinue the simulation.)� If the above two heks passed then S ats as follows:1. S sends (sid; ompute) to the Frs funtionality, and reeives (sid;Rrs) in response.31Then using the ri values as given above, S omputesr = Rrs �0�Mi6=h ri1A : (3)2. S hands r (from Eq. (3)) and fwigi6=h to Psidh .� Psidh proeeds with the simulation of Phase 3. (Notie that its instrutions here di�er fromthe program spei�ed by � for the honest parties.)1. In the beginning of Phase 3, Psidh does not send the value rh that it ommitted to inPhase 2, as instruted by protool �. Rather, it sends the value r given to it by S.2. After sending r, Psidh proves to eah party Pj (in the WIPOK of Phase 3) that this \fake"value r is the value that it ommitted to in Phase 2. This is done using the alternativewitness wj given to it by S.3231At this point of the protool it is guaranteed that no honest party has or will output (time-out; sid), beausethey must all have sent Phase2over messages (sine Psidh entered Phase 3). Hene it is possible for S to send a(sid; ompute) message to Frs, thereby reeiving bak (sid; Rrs).32Its ability to use the \fake" value r = Rrs � �Li6=h ri�, rather than the value that it ommitted to, is exatlywhat allows the output of this session to equal Rrs. Note that in order to use this \fake" value r it must know all32



� If there exists a (orrupted) party Pj that broadasted r0j 6= rj in the beginning of Phase 3and Psidh aepts its Phase 3 WIPOK, then S outputs fail3.� For every honest party Pi, if Psidi outputs (sid;R) then S delivers the message (sid;Rrs)from Frs to Pi.33This ompletes the desription of the simulator exept for the extration subroutine.The extration subroutine: Reall that in Phases 1 and 2, when Psidh reeives the �rst messageof a WISPOK in whih it plays veri�er and a orrupted party Pj plays prover, S alls the extrationsubroutine. (We shall denote suh a WISPOK by wispoksidj .) The extration subroutine will tryto extrat a witness for the statement of wispoksidj by onstruting a stand-alone prover Qsidj fromA, and then applying the strong proof of knowledge extrator to Qsidj . The stand-alone prover Qsidjis de�ned as follows.Qsidj is a stand-alone (heating) prover who proves a single strong proof of knowledge to anexternal veri�er. Qsidj simulatesA exatly like S does, ontinuing from the point after the extrationsubroutine is invoked, exept for the following di�erenes:� In S, the program Psidh plays the veri�er of the WISPOK: i.e., it reeives the WISPOKmessages from a prover Pj , and responds to them as a veri�er. Instead, in Qsidj , the programPsidh relays out the inoming WISPOK messages from Pj to an external veri�er. When itreeives a response from the external veri�er, it forwards it internally to Pj as its own response.� Sine Qsidj is a stand-alone prover, unlike S, it annot interat with the honest parties runningthe protool � in the hybrid world. So all messages generated by S for these parties areignored. Furthermore, there are no inoming messages from the � protool. However themessages that arrived earlier and were stored internally in the delaying bu�ers of S will beused just like S did originally. (As we will see later, this suÆes and no \new" � messagesare needed.)Note also that sineQsidj is a stand-alone prover, it annot interat with the di�erent instanesof Frs. However, these an all be perfetly simulated internally by Qsidj .� Qsidj does not invoke the extration subroutine that S invokes. Instead, when the extrationsubroutine needs to be alled, it is just assumed to return ? (this ensures that Qsidj is well-de�ned).� Qsidj halts as soon as it reeives an aept or rejet message from the outside veri�er. Also,if Psidh 's loal lok reahes a time where the original Psidh would have timed-out, then Qsidjhalts.The key point to notie is that Qsidj is a stand-alone adversary who proves a single strongproof of knowledge to an external veri�er. The extration subroutine applies the strong knowledgethe alternative witnesses fwigi6=h, whih is why S must apply the extration subroutine to the WISPOKs of Phase 1.The reason S must apply the extration subroutine to the WISPOKs of Phase 2 is in order to obtain all the valuesfrigi6=h, whih are needed in order to determine the \fake" value r = Rrs � �Li6=h ri�.33Notie that if Psidi produed an output (sid; R) then it must be the ase that R = Rrs. If R 6= Rrs then thereexists a j suh that rj 6= r0j (follows from the fat that R = r01 � � � � � r0k and Rrs = r1 � � � � � rk). In this ase,either S outputs fail3 or Psidh does not aept the Phase 3 WIPOK of Pj and thus will halt the exeution. In bothases Psidi would not produe an output. 33



extrator K to the prover Qsidj (reall that if Qsidj onvines an honest veri�er V in the proofwith probability greater than �(n) for some negligible funtion �, then K obtains a witness withprobability at least 1� �(n)).This ompletes the desription of the extration subroutine. Note that the extration subroutineis invoked on all the Phase 1 and Phase 2 WISPOKs given to Psidh by any orrupted party Pj inany session sid (with at least one honest player). This ensures that if the WISPOKs onvinePsidh with non-negligible probability, then the simulator will obtain the orresponding witnesseswith overwhelming probability, by applying the extration subroutine. (Of ourse, this is thease assuming that Qsidj onvines the veri�er with essentially the same probability that Psidh isonvined. This will be proven below.)Proof of the simulation. First note that S runs in strit polynomial-time if A runs in stritpolynomial-time (beause the knowledge extrator of a strong proof of knowledge runs in stritpolynomial-time, and the only rewinding arried out by S is in applying the knowledge extrator).We now prove that the output distribution of S and the honest parties running � in the Frs-hybridmodel is omputationally indistinguishable from the output distribution of an �-drift preservingadversary A and the honest parties in a real exeution of Protool �� in the timing model. In orderto prove this, we �rst show that S outputs a fail message with negligible probability. Given this, wethen introdue hybrid experiments whih bridge the di�erene between the Frs-hybrid exeutionand the real exeution, to prove the laimed indistinguishability.We now prove that S outputs a fail message with at most negligible probability. Reall that thereare three types of failures: fail1, fail2 and fail3. Intuitively, fail1 ours if there exists a WISPOKfor whih the extration subroutine fails to output a orresponding witness, and yet Psidh aeptsthe WISPOK. fail2 ours if the extration subroutine, applied to any of the Phase 2 WISPOKs,outputs the \wrong witness;" i.e., instead of extrating the ommitted value rj together with theorresponding randomness sj (suh that j = C(rj ; sj)), it somehow extrats a witness w suh thatf(w) 2 fvh1 ; vh2 g. fail3 ours if there exists a (orrupted) party Pj that in the beginning of Phase 3,sends a value r0j whih is di�erent from the value rj extrated in the extration subroutine, and yetPsidh aepts the WIPOK in Phase 3.We show that eah of these failures ours with negligible probability.S outputs fail1 with negligible probability: Reall that S outputs fail1 if there exists a ses-sion sid suh that Psidh enters Phase 3, and there exists a orrupted party Pj suh that for one ofits (Phase 1 or Phase 2) WISPOKs given to Psidh in this session, the extration subroutine failed toextrat a witness. Note that it must be the ase that Psidh has aepted this WISPOK, sine other-wise it would have never reahed Phase 3. Thus, the ourrene of fail1 implies that there exists asession sid and a orrupted party Pj suh that the extration subroutine failed to extrat a witness,and yet Psidh aepted the WISPOK. In other words, the strong knowledge extrator K failed toobtain a witness from the stand-alone prover Qsidj , yet later in the simulation, S aepts that prooffrom A. Intuitively, this should not happen beause K has the property that if a prover onvinesthe honest veri�er with non-negligible probability, then it suessfully extrats with overwhelmingprobability. However, this is not immediate beause K attempts to extrat from the stand-aloneadversary Qsidj , whereas Psidh veri�es the proof from the original adversary A. Thus, the essenehere is to show that Qsidj onvines an honest veri�er with the same probability that A onvinesPsidh .Claim 11 For any orrupted party Pj partiipating in session sid, let wispoksid;`j denote the `thWISPOK of Pj in this session. Then, the stand-alone prover Qsidj , onstruted by the extrator in34



the beginning of wispoksid;`j , onvines an honest veri�er with exatly the same probability as Psidhaepts wispoksid;`j in the straight-line simulation by S.Proof: The main observation involved is that after wispoksid;`j begins, the fat that no furtherextration proedures are run and no new �-messages are reeived, makes no di�erene in thestraight-line mode, until after the WISPOK is �nished. This is ensured by the time-out for theWISPOK, by the fat that the output of the extration subroutines in a session are not used untilthe session enters Phase 3 (together with the fat that a delay ours before entering Phase 3),and by the assumption that � is a delayed protool. We elaborate below.First, we onstrut a simulator S 0 whih is the same as S exept that it does not invoke theextration subroutine after the point at whih wispoksid;`j has begun. Thus, if a WISPOK, denotedwispoksid0;`0j0 , of Phase 1 or Phase 2 in a session sid0 starts after the point at whih wispoksid;`j hasbegun, the simulator S 0 will not run the extration subroutine for wispoksid0;`0j0 , whereas S would.Now, reall that S does not use the output that this extration subroutine returns until sessionsid0 enters Phase 3. We laim that the delay between Phase 2 and Phase 3 in the protool ensuresthat S will enter Phase 3 in session sid0 only after wispoksid;`j has already onluded. This followsfrom the following fats:1. When wispoksid;`j began, session sid0 did not yet �nish Phase 2 (beause session sid0 muststill at least run wispoksid0;`0j0 ).2. wispoksid;`j is timed-out by Psidh if it does not onlude within � loal time units. By theassumption on the bounded lok drifts, this is at most �� loal time units aording to Psid0h0 'slok.3. Psid0h0 waits at least �� loal time units between Phase 2 and Phase 3.Thus S and S 0 identially simulate the interation between Psidh and A, until wispoksid;`j on-ludes. Therefore, the probability that wispoksid;`j is aepted by Psidh is equal in both ases.Next we modify S 0 to obtain a stand-alone mahine S 00 whih ignores all ommuniation withthe honest parties (in the � protool) after the point at whih wispoksid;`j has begun. Note thatif S 0 reeives a �-message from a party Pi, it will be delivered to A only after a delay of �� timeunits aording to Pi's loal lok. The restrition on the drifts of the loks ensures that this delayis at least � time units aording to the loal lok of Psidh . So, if S 0 reeived this message afterwispoksid;`j has begun, it will not be used until Psidh onludes wispoksid;`j . This is beause Psidhwill onlude the WISPOK (by timing-out if neessary) within � loal time units after wispoksid;`jhas begun (whih is at most �� on Pi's loal lok).34 Hene the probability that Psidh aeptswispoksid;`j in S 00 is equal to that in S 0.Finally, we note that the system onsisting of the stand-alone prover Qsidj interating withan external honest veri�er, is the same system as emulated by the stand-alone mahine S 00. Therole of the external veri�er is played honestly by Psidh in S 00. Thus the probability that Qsidj anonvine an honest veri�er is exatly equal to the probability that Psidh will aept wispoksid;`j inthe exeution of S 00 or S.34Notie that we are using here the fat that the the �rst and last message of wispoksid;`j are sent by the veri�er,sine we assume that one wispoksid;`j begins, it also begins aording to the veri�er Psidh .35



Now, let �(n) be the negligible error funtion of the strong proof of knowledge. That is, if aprover onvines an honest veri�er with probability greater than �(n), then K suessfully extratswith probability greater than 1 � �(n). We de�ne three events: \K-fail" if K fails to extrat awitness from Qsidj , \S-pass" if Psidh aepts wispoksid;`j , and \good-proof" if the probability thatan honest veri�er aepts the proof given by the stand-alone prover Qsidj is at least �(n). Then,the probability that S outputs fail1 orresponding to wispoksid;`j is bounded byPr [K-fail ^ S-pass℄ = Pr [K-fail ^ S-pass ^ good-proof℄ + Pr [K-fail ^ S-pass ^ :good-proof℄� Pr [K-failjgood-proof℄ Pr [good-proof℄ + Pr [S-passj:good-proof℄ Pr [:good-proof℄� �(n)Pr [good-proof℄ + �(n)Pr [:good-proof℄= �(n): (4)S outputs fail2 or fail3 with negligible probability: Reall that S outputs fail2 if the ex-tration subroutine applied to a Phase 2 WISPOK of some session sid outputs w suh thatf(w) 2 fvh(sid)1 ; vh(sid)2 g. It outputs fail3 if in Phase 3 of some session sid there exists a orruptedparty Pj that does the following: (a) it sends a value r0j di�erent from the value rj extrated fromthe extration subroutine (applied to the Phase 2 WISPOK given by Pj in session sid), and (b) itsueeds in proving that it either knows w suh that f(w) 2 fvh(sid)1 ; vh(sid)2 g or that r0j is indeedthe value it ommitted to in Phase 2. However, sine the seond half of (b) is false, the soundnessof the WIPOK would require that the �rst half of (b) be true, namely that it knows w.Thus the ause for either of these failures (fail2 or fail3) is essentially that the adversary knowsw suh that f(w) 2 fvh(sid)1 ; vh(sid)2 g. (Note that these (vh(sid)1 ; vh(sid)2 ) values are hosen by anhonest party.) Our proof that fail2 or fail3 is unlikely will use the argument that it is unlikelythat the adversary an obtain suh a w. Intuitively, this is due to the fat that w is only used inproving witness-indistinguishable proofs, whih are also witness hiding. However, the atual proofis more ompliated due to the fat that the adversary does not have to expliitly guess suh a w,but merely sueed in giving a proof of knowledge of w, when onurrently interating with thehonest parties in multiple sessions. In order to prove that this is not feasible, we shall show howto onstrut a stand-alone mahine M whih interats with an external mahine E . The mahineE sends a pair (v1; v2), like in Phase 1 of our protool, followed by many WISPOKs to M , toprove that it knows w suh that f(w) 2 fv1; v2g. Our onstrution of M will be suh that if Soutputs fail2 or fail3 with non-negligible probability, then M an also output w at the end of thisinteration with non-negligible probability. Sine f is a one-way funtion and the proofs are witnessindistinguishable (and hene witness hiding), this will lead to a ontradition. We note that theformal proof relies heavily on the fat that the sheduling is pairwise disjoint.M is onstruted in two steps. First we desribe a modi�ed simulator T , and then, dependingon whether it is fail2 or fail3 that ours with non-negligible probability, we show how to build Mfrom T .The main feature of T is that, in a randomly hosen session sid�, it interats with the abovementioned external prover E (instead of with the internally simulated honest protool programPsid�h ). We shall ensure that if S outputs fail2 or fail3 with non-negligible probability, then so doesT .Overview of T : T emulates part of the hybrid system onsisting of Frs and S, but with theemulated S modi�ed as follows: for a randomly hosen session sid�, the simulated program Psid�his not entirely run internally; instead part of the Phase 1 protool is arried out by an external36



program E , with whih T interats. The extration subroutines in S are modi�ed in suh a waythat they do not use the internal state of E (and in partiular they do not \rewind" E). Thesemodi�ations will be suh that T outputs fail2 or fail3 with non-negligible probability if S did so inthe original hybrid system. The proof of this fat ruially depends on the way Phase 1 WISPOKsare sheduled; we will use the fat that the sheduling is pairwise disjoint to argue that even withoutrewinding E , the extration proedure an still be arried out in T .Overview of M : M will run T desribed above, as well as the rest of the hybrid system (namely,the honest parties running the protool �). M does not inlude E mentioned above. Instead, itinterats with E . Furthermore, M attempts to ompute the witness w while interating with E ,as mentioned earlier. If T outputs fail2, the witness should have been extrated by the extratorin T . Thus, M an output this witness. If T outputs fail3, then M will onstrut a stand-aloneprover for the Phase 3 WIPOK (orresponding to whih T outputs fail3) and use an extrator onthis prover to obtain w (beause, as mentioned earlier, in this ase w will be the only valid witnessfor the WIPOK). In either ase M will be able to output w with non-negligible probability.Contradition given M : Notie that M , whih interats with E as above, an output w withat most negligible probability. This is due to the following two observations:1. Given the pair (v1; v2) whih is omputed by E (by hoosing w1; w2 at random and settingvi = f(wi)), it is infeasible for M to �nd w suh that f(w) 2 fv1; v2g (this follows from thefat that f is a one-way funtion).2. The WISPOKs that E provides toM are witness hiding [26℄ (this follows from the fat that theproofs are witness indistinguishable with independent witnesses; see [27℄ for further details),and thus do not give M any non-negligible advantage in guessing w.Thus, in order to prove that S has negligible probability of outputting fail2 or fail3, it suÆes toshow that if S outputs fail2 or fail3 with non-negligible probability, then M , whih interats with Eas above, outputs w with non-negligible probability.It remains only to onstrut M as laimed, whih in turn is built from T .Constrution of T : First we present the details of the onstrution of T , as well as the proofthat it outputs fail2 or fail3 with non-negligible probability if S does so. The onstrution is arriedout through a series of modi�ations to S. The goal is to bring the simulator to a state where it doesnot need to rewind the Phase 1 WISPOKs of Psid�h (step 6). This will enable us to safely replae thispart of Psid�h by the external mahine E (step 7). In order to eliminate the rewinding of the Phase 1WISPOKs of Psid�h , we modify S so that rather than running the extration subroutine on all Phase2 WISPOKs, it runs it only on the Phase 2 WISPOKs of session sid� (step 5). Then we furthermodify S so that, rather than running the extration subroutine on all the Phase 1 WISPOKs, itruns it on a single Phase 1 WISPOK in eah session; namely, the one whih is pairwise disjointto (i.e., does not overlap with) any of the Phase 1 WISPOKs of Psid�h . (This point of the proof isexatly where the pairwise disjointness omes in.)Formally, the onstrution of T is arried out through a series of seven modi�ations to S. Aftereah modi�ation we show that if the probability of outputting fail2 or fail3 is non-negligible in theprevious step, it ontinues to be so in this step too. The simulator in step 7 orresponds to T . Wenow begin with the modi�ations:1. First modify S so that it never outputs fail1, and does not hek if the fail1 ondition holds.We denote the modi�ed simulator by S1. Sine S outputs fail1 with negligible probability,37



it follows that S1 and S are statistially lose, and in partiular, the probability with whihthey output fail2 and fail3 is the same up to a negligible fator.2. Modify S1 to obtain a new simulator S2 that behaves similarly to S1 with the followingdi�erenes: Instead of aessing an external Frs funtionality, it internally implements it.(Thus the honest parties obtain their outputs from Frs implemented by S2.) Furthermore,in Phase 3 of eah session sid, instead of �rst drawing a random Rrs (on behalf of Frs) andthen de�ning r =Li6=h ri �Rrs, it �rst draws a random r and de�nes Rrs =Li6=h ri � r.(See Eq. (3); reall that ri is the value that party Pi ommitted to in the beginning of Phase2, and if Pi is orrupted then ri is obtained by applying the extration subroutine to thePhase 2 WISPOK given by Pi.) Note that the output distributions of S1 and S2 are idential,and in partiular the probability with whih S1 and S2 output fail2 and fail3 is the same.3. Next we observe that the rj values extrated from the Phase 2 WISPOKs are used twie bythe simulator S2:(a) To hek the fail3 ondition.(b) To ompute Rrs, whih is needed when some Psidi produes an output (sid;R). In thisase, Frs (implemented by the simulator) sends Rrs to Pi.We laim that the seond usage of the rj values is not essential. In order to see this, wemodify S2 so that instead of omputing Rrs = r1 � � � � � rk and sending it to Pi (therebyusing the rj values), it omputes R0 = r01 � � � � � r0k and sends R0 to Pi.35 As was pointedout in footnote 33, if Rrs 6= R0 then it must be the ase that either S outputs fail3 or Psidhrejets one of the Phase 3 WIPOKs that it veri�es, both of whih result in Pi not reeivingany output. Thus if Pi does reeive an output it must be the ase that Rrs = R0. Thereforethis modi�ation does not hange anything in the system, exept to make it expliit that theextrated values rj are used only for determining if fail3 ours. We denote the new simulatorby S3.4. We next de�ne S4 whih behaves identially to S3 exept for the following: S4 hooses arandom session and outputs fail2 or fail3 only if it happens in the hosen session. (In othersessions if S3 would have output fail2 or fail3 and halted, S4 does not even hek for the failureondition and so might ontinue exeuting.) Note that there are only polynomially sessionspossible (as the adversary and the polynomially many parties are all assumed to be stritprobabilisti polynomial-time mahines). Hene if S3 outputs fail2 or fail3 with non-negligibleprobability, so does S4. (The reason that this holds is that with probability 1=poly, the �rstsession in whih fail2 or fail3 ours will be hosen, and the simulation until that point isidential.)We shall denote by Ssid�4 the resulting simulator when S4 piks a session with session identi�ersid� as its random hoie. All the simulators de�ned below also hoose a random session inthe beginning. We use similar notation to denote them.5. Ssid�5 is the same as Ssid�4 with the following di�erene. Ssid�5 does not run the Phase 2extration subroutines for any session exept sid�. (The Phase 1 extration subroutines arerun for all sessions.) Note that Ssid�4 does not use the extrated values from Phase 2 in35Reall that r0j is the (supposedly ommitted) value sent by party Pj at the beginning of Phase 3 of this session,and note that (sid;R0) is the output of Psidh in this session.38



any other session exept sid�. This is beause it neither alulates Rrs nor heks the fail2and fail3 onditions in those sessions. Thus Ssid�5 and Ssid�4 output fail2/fail3 with the sameprobability.6. Ssid�6 is designed not to rewind Psid�h (so that in the next step we an replae the internallysimulated Psid�h by an external mahine E).Reall that in Ssid�5 , for eah session sid and for eah Phase 1 WISPOK wispoksid;`j (1 � ` �m + 2) proven by a orrupt party Pj to the honest veri�er Psidh , the extration subroutinebuilds a stand-alone prover Qsid;`j (whih we earlier abbreviated as Qsidj ). In Ssid�6 this stand-alone prover is modi�ed so that it aborts the proof if, during its internally simulated exeution,Psid�h sends a message (as the prover) in a Phase 1 WISPOK in session sid�.36 (This dependson the adversarial sheduling of the sessions sid and sid�.) We shall denote this modi�edstand-alone prover by Qsid;`jnh(sid�). Other than this replaement Ssid�6 is idential to Ssid�5 .We need to argue that even with this replaement the probability of Ssid�6 outputting fail2or fail3 does not signi�antly hange. For this, it suÆes to prove that for every session sid,if Phase 1 of session sid is suessfully onluded (in the straight-line mode), then for everyorrupted party Pj in session sid, the extrator (for Ssid�6 ) will sueed in obtaining a witnessfrom one of the Phase 1 WISPOKs proven by Pj in session sid with overwhelming probability.Intuitively, this follows from the pairwise disjoint sheduling of the Phase 1 WISPOKs, asexplained below.If Phase 1 of a session sid is suessfully onluded (in the straight-line mode), then thefat that the sheduling of the Phase 1 WISPOKs is pairwise disjoint guarantees that thereexists of a WISPOK proven by Pj in session sid that does not overlap, aording to Psidh andPsid�h , with any of the Phase 1 WISPOKs given by Psid�h in session sid�.37 Intuitively, theextrator (for Ssid�6 ) should sueed in extrating a witness from this \disjoint" WISPOKwith overwhelming probability. However, this is not immediate beause, similarly to theproof that fail1 ours only with negligible probability, the extrator does not extrat fromthe real (heating) prover, but rather from the orresponding stand-alone prover. The fatthat in the straight-line mode, say wispoksid;`j , was aepting and was non-overlapping withthe proofs given by Psid�h , does not neessarily imply that this will remain so in the look-aheadrun in the extration mode (sine it may be that in the straight-line mode this happened byhane). In other words, it is still possible that, with signi�ant probability, an honest veri�erwill rejet the proof given by Qsid;`jnh(sid�), or Qsid;`jnh(sid�) will abort beause of Psid�h sending amessage. Nevertheless, if wispoksid;`j was aepting and non-overlapping, we an expet that,with non-negligible probability, this will remain the ase when the real (heating) prover isreplaed with the stand-alone prover. Thus, the knowledge extrator will be able to extratthe witness with overwhelming probability, even though it is not allowed to rewind the (nowexternal) prover Psid�h . A more formal argument follows.Consider any session sid and any orrupted party Pj in session sid. Similar to the proof thatfail1 ours with only negligible probability, we de�ne the following events:36Note that in Ssid�5 the only Phase 2 WISPOKs whih are extrated from are those of session sid�, whih ourstritly after the Phase 1 of sid�. Hene these extrations never rewind the Phase 1 proofs given by Psid�h , and neednot be modi�ed.37Reall that non-overlapping between two sessions sid and sid� is with respet to two honest parties, one fromeah session. Here we take Psidh to be the honest party in sid, and Psid�h to be the honest party in sid�.39



� K-fail` is the event that K fails to extrat a witness from Qsid;`jnh(sid�)� S-pass` is the event that Psidh aepts wispoksid;`j� disjoint` is the event that wispoksid;`j does not overlap with any WISPOK given by Psid�h ,aording to Psidh and Psid�h .Remark: Notie that if event disjoint` holds then while Pj is proving wispoksid;`j , partyPsid�h does not send any message (as a prover) in any phase 1 WISPOK.38� good-proof` is the event that the probability that an honest veri�er aepts the proof givenby the stand-alone prover Qsid;`jnh(sid�) is at least �(n) (where �(n) is a negligible funtionsuh that if a prover onvines an honest veri�er with probability greater than �(n), thenK suessfully extrats with probability greater than 1� �(n)).Notie that Pr [K-fail`jgood-proof`℄ � �(n): (5)Moreover, using similar arguments to the ones given in the proof of Claim 11, and using theremark above, one an show thatPr [S-pass` ^ disjoint`j:good-proof`℄ � �(n): (6)Now we an bound the probability of Ssid�6 not being able to extrat a witness in the extrationmode from any of the WISPOKs given by Pj in session sid, while in the straight-line modeall those WISPOKs are aepted by Psidh .Pr"^̀(K-fail` ^ S-pass`)# = Pr" ^̀ (K-fail` ^ S-pass`)! ^ _̀ good-proof`!#+ Pr"^̀ (K-fail` ^ S-pass` ^ :good-proof`)#� Pr"_̀ (K-fail` ^ good-proof`))#+ Pr"^̀ (S-pass` ^ :good-proof`)#By Eq. (5) and by the union bound, the �rst term is bounded by (m+2)�(n). To bound theseond term we use the guarantee from pairwise disjoint sheduling, namely: V` S-pass` =)W` disjoint`. Then we havePr"^̀ (S-pass` ^ :good-proof`)# = Pr" ^̀ (S-pass` ^ :good-proof`)! ^ _̀ disjoint`!#� Pr"_̀ (S-pass` ^ :good-proof` ^ disjoint`)#� X̀Pr [S-pass` ^ disjoint`j:good-proof`℄38This follows from our assumption that the �rst and last message in every WISPOK is sent by the veri�er.40



Using Eq. (6), this is bounded by (m+ 2)�(n). Thus, Pr [V`(K-fail` ^ S-pass`)℄ is negligible.Hene we an onlude that, exept with negligible probability, the extrator of Ssid�6 will alsobe able to extrat the witnesses in all the (polynomially many) sessions whih reah Phase 3in the straight-line mode.Note that the only di�erene between Ssid�5 and Ssid�6 is in the way the Phase 1 witnessesof orrupted parties are extrated. Sine both Ssid�5 and Ssid�6 sueed in extrating thesewitnesses (with overwhelming probability) for every session that reahes Phase 3, and sinethese witnesses are used only in Phase 3, we would like to onlude and say that the outputdistributions of Ssid�5 and Ssid�6 are statistially indistinguishable. However, there is a subtlepoint here: The witnesses wj obtained by Ssid�5 and Ssid�6 may be distributed di�erently.But, sine the simulation uses these witnesses only in WIPOKs we onlude that the outputdistributions of Ssid�5 and Ssid�6 are omputationally indistinguishable, whih in partiularimplies that the probability with whih they output fail2 and fail3 is the same (up to anegligible fator). The formal redution (reduing any algorithm that distinguishes betweenthe outputs of Ssid�5 and Ssid�6 to an algorithm that breaks the witness indistinguishabilityproperty of the WIPOK) is straightforward, and omitted here.7. Finally we de�ne Ssid�7 whih replaes the internal simulation of the �rst message (namely,(vh(sid�)1 ; vh(sid�)2 ) and the WISPOKs given by Ph(sid�) in session sid� by externally reeivedmessages. That is, Ssid�7 interats with an external mahine E that piks (w1; w2), sets vi =f(wi), sends them to Ssid�7 , and then engages in multiple WISPOKs to prove knowledge ofw suh that f(w) 2 fv1; v2g. Internally, Ssid�7 uses this to replae (part of) the omputationarried out by Psid�h . In other words, the program of Psid�h will be onsidered split into anexternal mahine E (whih sends (vh(sid�)1 ; vh(sid�)2 ) and arries out the proofs of Phase 1) andan internal mahine (whih arries out the rest of the protool exeution). The extratorswill not have aess to the state of the external mahine.Reall that the stand-alone provers used by the extrators in Ssid�6 abort if, during theirinternally simulated exeution, Psid�h sends a message (as a prover) in a Phase 1 WISPOK.Thus, the extrator used by Ssid�6 does not need aess to the internal state of E . Therefore,Ssid�7 an use the same extration proedure, whih implies that the probability that Ssid�7outputs fail2 or fail3 is the same as the probability that Ssid�6 does so.T is the same as Ssid�7 , with sid� hosen randomly. The above series of steps shows that if S outputsfail2 or fail3 with non-negligible probability, then T also outputs fail2 or fail3 with non-negligibleprobability.Constrution of M : We seek to onstrut a mahine M suh that, if T has a non-negligibleprobability of outputting fail2 or fail3 in its interation with E , then with non-negligible probability,when M interats with E it will sueed in omputing w suh that f(w) 2 fv1; v2g, where (v1; v2)is the pair sent to it by E .The mahine M emulates the entire system of honest parties running � and the simulator T .However, it does not simulate E . Instead M itself interats with E . We onstrut M separately forthe following two ases.T outputs fail2 with non-negligible probability: While emulating the system, if T outputsfail2, then M an output the witness w that aused T to fail. This witness, by de�nition offail2, equals w suh that f(w) 2 fv1; v2g, where (v1; v2) is the �rst message sent by E . This is inontradition to the fat that the WISPOKs are witness hiding.41



T outputs fail3 with non-negligible probability: Reall that T outputs fail3 if some Pj sentin the beginning of Phase 3 a value r0j 6= rj , where rj was the value extrated in Phase 2. Let sid�be the random session hosen by T (i.e., T is idential to Ssid�7 ). In T , when Psid�h enters Phase 3,M will randomly pik a orrupt party Pj and onstrut a stand-alone prover orresponding to Pj 'sPhase 3 WIPOK to Psid�h . The stand-alone prover is onstruted by modifying Psid�h to simplyrelay messages between Pj and an external veri�er. This onstrution is similar to, but simplerthan that of Qsid�j desribed earlier. Reall that there, Qsid�j worked exatly like the simulator,ontinuing from the point where the extration subroutine was invoked, exept that Qsid�j (unlikethe simulator) did not interat with the honest parties running � and did not invoke the extrationsubroutines that S invokes. But now, the stand-alone prover inludes the honest parties runningthe � protool, and also runs all extration subroutines. Note that by running the extrationsubroutines there is no danger in rewinding E sine E is not ative any more when M reahesPhase 3 of the session sid�.Now, M applies a knowledge extrator to this stand alone prover, and if it extrats a witness wsuh that f(w) 2 fv1; v2g, then M outputs w. Note that T outputs fail3 when for some party Pj0 ,the value rj0 extrated in Phase 2 is di�erent from the value r0j0 that it sent out in Phase 3, and yet itsPhase 3 WIPOK is aepted. Note that the only valid witnesses for this WIPOK are values w suhthat f(w) 2 fv1; v2g. Now, sine the probability of T outputting fail3 is non-negligible, and sinethere are only polynomially many (orrupt) parties from whih M piked Pj , with non-negligibleprobabilityM piked party Pj0 , and thus onvines the external veri�er of a statement with the onlywitnesses being w suh that f(w) 2 fv1; v2g. This implies that the knowledge extrator when run onM , will sueed in outputting suh a w with non-negligible probability. (This knowledge extratorruns in expeted, and not strit, polynomial-time. Nevertheless, using standard arguments, we anobtain a strit polynomial-time mahine that obtains w with non-negligible probability.)Completing the proof for fail2 and fail3. This ompletes the onstrution of M , and also theproof that S outputs fail2 or fail3 with only negligible probability.The Hybrids: Above we have shown that S outputs fail1, fail2 or fail3 only with negligible prob-ability. We now prove that the output distributions of S and the honest parties running � in theFrs-hybrid model are indistinguishable from that of A and the honest parties running �� in thereal world with timing. For this we note that S in the hybrid world almost perfetly emulates thereal world interation, but with a few di�erenes. The main di�erene is that in the simulatedworld in every session sid there is one party Psidh that deviates from the protool. This is the asesine the simulator gets a random string Rrs from the funtionality and needs to simulate theprotool so that its output will be equal to Rrs.We shall build some hybrid simulators to bridge the gap between the real and hybrid worlds.� Hybrid Simulator H1: This is similar to S2 as de�ned earlier: It implements Frs internallyand de�nes Rrs by randomly piking r and setting Rrs = Li6=h ri � r (however it outputsfail1 just like S does). As argued above, this does not hange anything in the system, and inpartiular the output distributions remain unhanged.� Hybrid Simulator H2: Reall that when Psidi produes an output (sid;R), H1 delivers theoutput (sid;Rrs) from Frs to Pi (after Psidh produes an output). In ontrast, the simulatorH2 will hand Pi the output R generated by Psidi in the simulation. Note that if Psidi outputs(sid;R) andH1 did not output fail3 (and Psidh produed an output) then it must be the ase thatwith overwhelming probability R = Rrs, sine the fat that H1 did not output fail3 and thatPsidh produed an output implies that all parties must have sent in Phase 3 the deommitment42



value whih was extrated by the extrated subroutine. Therefore, the output distributions ofH1 and H2 are statistially lose.� Hybrid Simulator H3: H3 is de�ned exatly as H2 is, exept with the following di�erene:instead of running Psidh in every session sid (with at least one honest player h), H3 runs anotherprogram P 0sidh . This program is exatly like Psidh , exept that in Phase 3, instead of sending rreeived from S, it sends out rh as instruted by the honest program of �.The hiding property of the Phase 2 ommitment sheme, the hiding property of the Phase 2WISPOK, and the fat that r and the ommitted value rh are identially distributed (both areuniformly distributed) imply that the output distributions of H2 and H3 are omputationallyindistinguishable.� Hybrid Simulator H4: H4 uses exatly the program spei�ed by � for Psidh . Note that the onlydi�erene between P 0sidh used by H3 and the program spei�ed by � is that while giving Phase 3WIPOK to a party Pj , P 0sidh uses the alternate witness provided by S (namely wj suh thatf(wj) 2 fvj1; vj2g) instead of what is spei�ed by the protool �. The witness indistinguishableproperty of this WIPOK implies that the output distributions ofH3 andH4 are omputationallyindistinguishable.Now note that the system run by H4 and the real world system are idential, exept that H4also runs the extration subroutines and might output fail depending on the outputs from thesesubroutines. Other than that, the extration subroutines are not used in the system (beause wereplaed the Psidh programs by the original programs spei�ed by �). Now sine S outputs fail withnegligible probability and the output of H4 is indistinguishable from that of S, we see that H4 alsooutputs fail only with negligible probability. Thus, it follows that the output of the system withH4 is indistinguishable from that of the real world system. From the line of reasoning above, weonlude that the distribution of the output of the system onsisting of S and the honest partiesrunning � in the Frs-hybrid world is indistinguishable from the output of the system onsistingof A and the honest parties running �� in the real world (with time).4 Pairwise-Disjoint ShedulingIn this setion, we onstrut a pairwise-disjoint sheduling algorithm, thereby proving Theorem 9of Setion 3.4. On a very high level, the idea is that for eah session sid 2 f0; 1gm, the sheduleoutput by S(�; sid;�; �) is suh that protool � is exeuted m+2 times, with delays between eahexeution (here we make use of the timing model). The rux of the idea is that the delays dependon the bits of sid, so that for any sid 6= sid0 the exeutions of S(�; sid;�; �) and S(�; sid0;�; �) willnot be aligned. The shedule is enfored by requiring the parties to \time-out" if the exeution istoo long, say if it takes more that � loal time units, where � is a funtion of � and � (and thedelays depend on this parameter �). In our spei� protool, � is a strong proof-of-knowledge with�(n) rounds, and we set � def= �(n)��.39Motivation to the shedule. Due to the tehnial nature of the shedule and its proof, we �rstprovide a lengthy disussion explaining the idea behind the onstrution. Reall that our aim is toobtain pairwise disjointness, meaning that for every two sessions sid and sid0, there exists at least39Note that sine � onsists of �(n) rounds and � is an upper bound on the lateny aording to all loks, wehave that � def= �(n)�� is an upper bound on �'s overall running time, assuming that all messages are delivered with� time units (and assuming loal omputation is instantaneous).43



one exeution of � in sid that does not overlap with any exeution of � in sid0. As a �rst try, supposethat the shedule onsists of running � twie, with a delay between eah exeution that is \large"and diretly proportional to the session ID sid. For example, interpret the value sid 2 f0; 1gm asan integer in the range [1; : : : ; 2m℄ and delay 2sid � � time units between the exeutions, where �is an upper bound on how long � should run. Furthermore, time-out an exeution of � if it runslonger than � time units. Now, let sid0 6= sid be two di�erent sessions. Denote by �1; �2 the twoexeutions of � in session sid, and denote by �01; �02 the two exeutions of � in session sid0. Withouttaking the lok drift � into aount for now, we have the following ases:1. Exeution �1 overlaps with exeution �01: Notie that �2 is delayed by 2sid � � time units,whereas �02 is delayed by 2sid0 � � time units. Sine sid0 6= sid, there is a di�erene of atleast 2� time units between the delay before �2 and the delay before �02. The fat that eahexeution of � takes at most � time units ensures that the �02 exeution does not overlap with�2. Also, the fat that the delay before �02 is longer than � time units implies that �02 doesnot overlap with �1.2. Exeution �2 overlaps with exeution �02: The same analysis as above yields that �01 does notoverlap with �1 or �2.3. Exeution �1 overlaps with exeution �02: In this ase, it follows immediately that �01 onludedbefore �1 began (beause there is a delay of more than � time units between �01 and �02). Thus,�01 does not overlap with �1 or �2.4. Exeution �2 overlaps with exeution �01: As above, it follows that �02 does not overlap with�1 or �2.We therefore obtain that the above is a pairwise-disjoint shedule. However, this shedule is prob-lemati beause the length of the delays are exponential in the length of sid. Thus, unless thereis an a priori polynomial bound on the number of sessions (in whih ase, sid an be of lengthO(log n)), we obtain that the shedule is not polynomial in the seurity parameter.We solve this problem by using a more involved sheduling strategy, adapted from the strategyof Chor and Rabin [18℄. We now reall this strategy (already desribed in Setion 3.4). It wasobserved in [18℄ that if the identi�ers sid and sid0 are enoded (one-to-one) into 2m-bit stringsontaining m zeros and m ones, then for any two di�erent identi�ers sid 6= sid0, there is at leastone bit position where the enoding of sid has a zero and that of sid0 has a one. Suppose now thatthe time is divided into 2m distint slots (eah slot orresponding to a bit of the enoding of theidenti�er), and exeutions of � in the session sid are run only in the slots where the enoding ofsid has a one in that slot. Then there is a slot in whih an exeution of � is run in sid0, but notin sid. The improvement over the previous sheme is that this enoding is ompat (i.e., linear),rather than exponential, in the length of sid.However, there are numerous ompliations in adapting this strategy to our setting. Firstly,unlike the setting onsidered in [18℄, we onsider exeutions of � ourring in di�erent sessions atdi�erent times. Therefore, two enodings whih are di�erent may be shifted with respet to eahother in a way that all the positions with ones align with eah other (e.g. the ones in 0110 and1100 an be aligned with eah other by shifting one of the two strings by one position). Thisproblem is solved simply by prepending a one to the enoding (for onveniene in later analysis, weshall atually add a one to both ends of the enoding). We therefore have that the above enodingsbeome 101101 and 111001, respetively, and shifting in either diretion will result in independene.Another problem that arises is due to the fat that in our setting, it is not possible to de�nedistint time-slots (beause the parties' loks are not synhronized). Therefore, one exeution of44



� in session sid an partially overlap with two exeutions of � in session sid0. We solve this byintroduing delays between the time slots in eah session. We note that it suÆes to delay for atleast the maximum time that it takes to onlude an exeution of �. (It is possible to limit themaximum time for any exeution of � by using a time-out instrution.) We thereby obtain thatany exeution of � in session sid an overlap with at most one exeution of � in session sid0.The �nal ompliation that arises is due to the fat that the parties' loal loks do not proeedat exatly the same rate, but rather an drift. Sine the rates at whih the loal loks of thedi�erent parties proeed may vary adversarially (up to a fator �), it is possible that two di�erentshedules from di�erent sessions may perfetly overlap. For example, suppose that the shedulefor session sid is 10i10j1k and the shedule in sid0 is 10j10i1k (with say i > j). Furthermore,suppose that an honest party P is partiipating in session sid, and another honest party P 0 ispartiipating in session sid0. Then, the adversary an ause the exeutions of P and P 0 to overlapby �rst running the lok of P faster than that of P 0 by a fator of i=j (starting after the �rstexeution of �, up to the seond exeution of �), and then running it slower by a fator of j=i(after �nishing the seond exeution of � and until reahing the third exeution of �).40 Now,note that although P and P 0 use the presribed distint shedules, the adversary an make everyexeution of � in sid fully oinide with every exeution of � in sid0. However, for this to work, itmust hold that i=j is less than �. Intuitively, if i and j are small (and � is not too large, and inpartiular � << i=j) then the adversary does not have enough leeway to align these two exeution.This holds beause even if the adversary runs P 's lok faster than P 0's lok by a fator of �, thedelay of P between these two exeutions will still be muh longer than the delay of P 0. Thus, ifwe make sure that there are no long runs of zeros in the enoding used, we an use our shedulingfor values of � that are reasonably larger than one (but not too large). The partiular enodingwe use (whih is sometimes alled the \Manhester enoding") ensures that there will be at mosttwo onseutive zeros. For this enoding, we prove that if two onseutive exeutions of session sidoverlap with two onseutive exeutions of session sid0, then it must be the ase that the numberof zeros between these exeutions is the same in both sessions, assuming � is less than 3p1:5. Thereason for this spei� bound on � is quite tehnial, and is needed for our proof to go through. Ouromplete desription of the shedule, and the formal proof, take all of the above disussed fatorsinto aount.Convention. We assume for simpliity (and without loss of generality) that in protool � thereexists one party that sends the �rst message whih is of the form \start" and the last messagewhih is of the form \end" to all of the parties that partiipate in the protool. This ensures that(when the adversary does not orrupt parties and delivers all messages within time �) the durationof the protool is roughly the same for all parties partiipating in �.The onstrution. We now present our onstrution of a pairwise disjoint sheduling. Weassoiate with eah session sid a unique session identi�er usid whih is a vetor of zeros and ones,so that the number of ones is the same for eah identi�er. Loosely speaking, eah 1 entry willorrespond to an exeution of �.Formally, our sheduling algorithm, on input a protool �, a session identi�er sid, and time-bounds � and �, operates as follows. We speify the delay and time-out mehanisms in terms ofsome parameters d, � , �min(�) and �max(�). We shall �x these parameters later, as funtions of �and �.1. Assoiate with session sid 2 f0; 1gm a vetor usid = (usid1 ; : : : ; usid2m+2) 2 f0; 1g2m+2, de�nedas follows:40We ignore the \delaying slots" between the time slots for this disussion.45



(a) usid1 = 1 and usid2m+2 = 1.(b) For every j 2 f1; : : : ;mg, if sidj = 1 then (usid2j ; usid2j+1) = (1; 0), and if sidj = 0 then(usid2j ; usid2j+1) = (0; 1).Notie that usid has exatly m+2 ones andm zeros. Moreover, it has at most two onseutivezeros. S(�; sid;�; �) will onsist of m + 2 exeutions of �, one exeution orresponding toeah 1 entry of the usid vetor.2. Carry out m+ 2 exeutions of � aording to the following sheduling.(a) Set j = 1.(b) If usidj = 1 then arry out an exeution of � and then ontinue to step 2. Otherwise,ontinue immediately to step 2() Wait d loal time units (d will be spei�ed later).(d) Set j def= j + 1.(e) If j � 2m+ 2 then goto step 2b.3. Time-Out Mehanism: In eah of the above exeutions of �, eah partiipant heks thatno more than � loal time units passed from the time that it reeived its �rst message of theexeution (\start"), to the time that it reeived its last message of the exeution (\end"). Ifmore time passes before the exeution is over, then it outputs (time-out; sid) on its outputtape and halts the exeution.4. Delay Mehanism: For any x 2 f0; 1; 2g and for any two onseutive exeutions of � inS(�; sid;�; �) that orrespond to two 1's with x zeros in between, eah party P partiipating insession sid, heks that the delay (aording to P 's loal lok) between these two exeutions(i.e., the time between reeiving its last message in one exeution and reeiving its �rstmessage in the next exeution), is between �min(x) and �max(x). Here �min(�) and �max(�) areinreasing funtions, to be spei�ed later. For eah honest partiipant, if the delay is tooshort or too long then it outputs (time-out; sid) on its output tape and halts the exeution.Theorem 12 Assume that 1 � � <. Then the above sheduling is a non-trivial pairwise-disjointsheduling, for the following parameters:� � �(n) ��d > (2��2 +�(1 + �)�)=(3 � 2�3)�min(x) = (x+ 1)d=� ���max(x) = (x+ 1)d� +�Note that the eÆieny of the sheduling depends on �. The loser � is to 3p1:5, the greater the delayis, and the less eÆient the sheduling is. (This is due to the (3 � 2�3) fator in the denominatorof d.)Proof: First, we ollet a few inequalities, whih we shall refer to throughout the proof.�min(0) > �� (7)�min(1) > (2� + �max(0))� (8)�min(2) > (2� + �max(0))� (9)�min(2) > (2� + �max(1))� (10)46



We note that these inequalities easily follow from the inequalities listed in the hypothesis.41Assume for the sake of ontradition that S is not a pairwise-disjoint sheduling for someprotool �, and timing parameters (�; �) suh that 1 � � < 3p1:5. Thus, there exists an �-driftpreserving adversary, and two distint sessions sid and sid0, suh that the following holds. Thereexist honest parties P and P 0 partiipating in sessions sid and sid0 respetively, suh that aordingto P and P 0, every exeution of � in S(�; sid0;�; �) overlaps with at least one of the exeutions of �in S(�; sid;�; �). For simpliity of notation, throughout this proof we denote S(�; sid;�; �) by �,and S(�; sid0;�; �) by �0. Further, we shall use \overlaps" as a short hand for \overlaps aordingto P and P 0".
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( (Figure 4: An illustration of the argument that a single exeution � in one shedule an overlapat most one exeution in another shedule, with respet to two parties P and P 0. In the senarioshown, the �rst overlap is aording to situation (a) of Figure 3 and the seond overlap is aordingto situation (b). Æ is measured using P 's loal lok and Æ0 using P 0's loal lok.We �rst show that any exeution in � an overlap with at most one exeution in �0. This is dueto the delay inserted between eah exeution. More spei�ally, assume that there is one exeution� in � whih overlaps with two exeutions �01 and �02 in �0. The fat that � and �01 overlap impliesthat there is a message (of � or of �01) that was sent while P was exeuting � and while P 0 wasexeuting �01. Similarly, the fat that � and �02 overlap implies that there is a message (of � or of�02) that was sent while P was exeuting � and while P 0 was exeuting �02. Let the time betweensending these two messages be Æ as measured by the lok of P , and Æ0 as measured by the lokof P 0. Sine the lok drift fator is at most �, we have Æ0 � Æ�. Note that the exeutions �01 and�02 are separated by at least �min(0) loal time units, aording to P 0's lok. This is the ase sineotherwise P 0 would timeout the exeution before �02 really started, whih would imply that � doesnot overlap �02 aording to P and P 0, ontraditing our assumption. Thus, the above mentionedmessages must also be separated by at least that muh time, i.e., Æ0 � �min(0). Finally, we notethat sine both the messages were sent out while the honest party P was exeuting �, then Æ � � .Combining the above inequalities we get �min(0) � Æ0 � Æ� � ��. This ontradits Eq. (7). See41This an be seen as follows. The denominator of the delay d is at most 1 (assuming 1 � � < 3p1:5), whihimplies that d > 2��2 + �(1 + �)�. Thus, �min(0) = d=� � � > (2�� + �(1 + �)) � � = 2�� + �� > ��, implyingEq. (7). Next, in order to prove Eq. (8) and Eq. (10) it suÆes to prove that �min(x) � �max(x� 1)� > 2�� (thisan be seen by simply manipulating the equations). In order to prove that �min(x) � �max(x� 1)� > 2��, note that�min(x)� �max(x� 1)� = (x+ 1)d=���� (xd�+�)� = d(x=�� x�2 + 1=�)��(1 + �). Sine 1=�� �2 � 0, the latterequality is smallest when x = 2. Thus, �min(x)��max(x� 1)� � d(2=��2�2+1=�)��(1+�) = d(3�2�3)=���(1+�) >(2��+�(1 + �)��(1 + �) = 2��, as desired. Finally, note that Eq. (9) follows immediately from Eq. (10).47



Figure 4 For an illustration of this argument.We thus have that any exeution in � an overlap with at most one exeution in �0. This,together with our assumption that S is not a pairwise-disjoint sheduling, implies that every exe-ution in � overlaps with exatly one exeution in �0. Moreover, it must be the ase that for everyl 2 [m+ 2℄, the lth exeution in � overlaps only with the lth exeution in �0.Fix any l 2 [m+ 1℄. Let x0 be the number of zeros between the lth one and the l + 1'st one inusid0 . Note that the enoding guarantees that x0 2 f0; 1; 2g. We prove that the number of zerosbetween the lth one and the l + 1'st one in usid is also x0. This will imply that usid = usid0 , whihin turn will imply that sid = sid0, ontraditing our assumption that sid and sid0 are distint.
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Figure 5: An illustration of inequality 11. All time intervals shown (exept Æ0) are measuredaording to P 's loal lok.Take any two (onseutive) exeutions �1 and �2 in � that overlap with two onseutive exe-utions �01 and �02 in �0 respetively. Let x be the number of zeros between the ones orrespondingto �1 and �2 in usid. Similarly let x0 be the number of zeros between the ones orresponding to �01and �02 in usid0 . We need to show that x = x0.Sine �1 and �01 overlap, a message (of �1 or of �01) was sent while P was exeuting �1 and whileP 0 was exeuting �01. Call the sending of this message the \�rst event." Similarly, sine �2 and �02overlap, a message (of �2 or of �02) was sent while P was exeuting �2 and while P 0 was exeuting�02. We all the sending of this message the \seond event." Let Æ denote the duration betweenthese two events aording to the lok of P , and Æ0 the duration between them aording to thelok of P 0. Then, Æ=� � Æ0 � Æ�:Now, sine �1 and �2 are separated by x zeros, and P is an honest party, we are assured that�min(x) � Æ � �max(x) + 2�: (11)This is the ase sine P , being honest, heks that eah of these exeutions run for at most �time units. It also heks that the delay between the last message of �1 and the �rst message of �2is in the range [�min(x); �max(x)℄. Note that these heks must be satis�ed sine otherwise P wouldtimeout, and thus would not partiipate in �2. Therefore, �2 and �02 would not overlap aordingto P and P 0, ontraditing our assumption. Sine the �rst and seond events our in the middle48



of �1 and �2 respetively, we are assured that Inequality 11 holds. This is illustrated in Figure 5.Similarly, we are assured that �min(x0) � Æ0 � �max(x0) + 2�:The above three displayed inequalities imply�min(x) � Æ � Æ0� � (2� + �max(x0))��min(x0) � Æ0 � Æ� � (2� + �max(x))�From these two inequalities we an easily derive ontraditions for all the ombinations (x; x0) =(1; 0), (x; x0) = (2; 0), (x; x0) = (0; 1), (x; x0) = (2; 1), (x; x0) = (0; 2) and (x; x0) = (1; 2). Forinstane, setting (x; x0) = (1; 0) or (x; x0) = (0; 1), we obtain2� + �max(0) � Æ0 � Æ=� � �min(1)=�whih ontradits Eq. (8). Similarly, setting (x; x0) = (2; 0) or (x; x0) = (0; 2) ontradits Eq. (9),and setting (x; x0) = (2; 1) or (x; x0) = (1; 2) ontradits Eq. (10). Hene we onlude that x0 = x,as required. This shows that the sheduling is indeed pairwise disjoint.It remains to show that it is non-trivial. For this, onsider a sheduling � being exeuted inthe presene of an adversary who does not orrupt any party and delivers all messages within time� by the loks of all the parties. Firstly, sine the protool has �(n) rounds, setting the time-outfor an individual exeution to be � = �(n) �� ensures that no party times-out an exeution. Weneed to also ensure that for every party, the heks on the delays between the exeutions are alsosatis�ed. Reall our onvention that a designated party sends out \start" and \end" messages toevery party in the protool; all this party P . For any two exeutions �1 and �2, orresponding totwo ones with x zeros in between, party P delays Æ def= (x+1)d loal time units between the \end"message of �1 and the \start" message of �2. By the lok of another party P 0 this duration will bemeasured as Æ0, where Æ=� � Æ0 � Æ�. However P 0 onsiders the time at whih these two messagesreah it (rather than when they were sent). At one extreme, the \end" message may be deliveredinstantaneously and the subsequent \start" message delivered with a delay of � (aording to P 0'slok), in whih ase the time between the arrival of the two messages will be Æ0 +�. At the otherextreme, \end" is delayed by �, while \start" reahes instantaneously, making the time between thetwo arrivals Æ0 ��. Thus, the delay between the two messages will be in the range [Æ0 ��; Æ0 +�℄whih is in turn in the range [Æ=� � �; Æ� + �℄. Sine Æ = (x + 1)d, this range is the same as[�min(x); �max(x)℄. Thus no party will time-out in the shedule. Also note that m and O(�(n)) arebounded by a polynomial. Hene the shedule will be ompleted in polynomial number of steps andwithin polynomial number of time units aording to any party. Thus the sheduling algorithm ispolynomial and non-trivial.5 Impossibility for Non-Delayed General CompositionIn this setion, we prove that in the timing model, in order to onstrut a protool � that seurelyrealizes F when running onurrently to some arbitrary protool �, it holds that � must onsidertime in some way. (Reall that we assumed that � is a ��-delayed protool.) In order to state thisresult, we �rst de�ne the notion of a timing-free protool. Intuitively, suh a protool does not usetiming in its instrutions. Formally, in our model, a timing-free protool does not read the loktape. (The \plain model" in the theorem refers to the model as de�ned in this paper, without forexample, any trusted setup phase.) 49



Theorem 13 In the plain model and without an assumed honest majority, there exist probabilistipolynomial-time funtionalities that annot be seurely omputed (by a non-trivial protool) underonurrent general omposition with timing-free protools, even in the (�; �)-timing model, for any� and any � � 1.We prove this theorem by showing that for every protool � in the timing model, if � is seureunder onurrent general omposition with timing-free protools, then it an be modi�ed to beomeseure under 1-bounded parallel general omposition in a model with no timing. (In the setting of1-bounded parallel general omposition, a seure protool � is exeuted one in parallel with anarbitrary protool �.) This suÆes for proving Theorem 13 beause impossibility of this ase isproven expliitly in [37℄. As in [37℄, we also limit ourselves to 2-party protools.The intuition behind the proof of Theorem 13 is as follows. If a seure protool � is run togetherwith a timing-free protool �, then this means that the adversary has full ontrol over the shedulingof the messages of �. Now, onsider a single exeution of � together with �. Sine the adversaryan shedule �-messages as it wishes, it an fore � to run perfetly in parallel with �. Notie thatthis holds irrespetive of the timing instrutions used in �. We onlude that � must remain seurewhen run in parallel with an arbitrary protool �, in ontradition to the impossibility resultsof [37℄. We now proeed to the formal proof.Proof: Let � � 1 and � � 1 be any values, and let � be a 2-party protool that seurelyrealizes a funtionality F under onurrent general omposition with timing-free protools, in the(�; �)-timing model.42 Denote the partiipating parties by P1 and P2.We onstrut a modi�ed protool �0 that is timing-free. In �0, instead of using the lok,the parties simulate the lok themselves by inrementing a ounter on eah ativation that is isinitialized to 0. (This is equivalent to setting the ounter to equal the round number in the protool,if it is de�ned.) This simulated lok is then made available to Protool � (or more preisely, to theomputation spei�ed by Protool �). Note that �0 onsists of two omponents: a lok simulationprotool and the original protool � in the timing-model.We now show that if � is non-trivial and seure under onurrent general omposition in thetiming model, then �0 is non-trivial and seure under 1-bounded parallel general omposition (inthe timing-free model).43 We note that if the adversary in the timing-free model ativates the sameparty multiple times before ativating the other party, then in �0 the simulated loks would havean unavoidable drift. This is problemati beause in this ase � does not give any guarantee ofseurity. However, we onsider parallel general omposition for �0. In this setting, the adversarystritly alternates between ativating P1 and P2. Furthermore, in the i+1th ativation of a party,the adversary delivers it the ith-round message from �0 and the ith-round message from � (where �is the arbitrary protool running onurrently with �0). We all suh an adversary for the parallelsetting a round-robin adversary. The formal arguments are given in the proof of the following laim.Claim 14 Let � be a two-party protool and let �; � � 1 be any values. If � is non-trivial andseurely realizes a funtionality F under onurrent general omposition in the (�; �)-timing model(even when run onurrently with timing-free protools), then �0 as desribed above is a non-trivial42We stress that a ontradition will be derived for any hoie of �; � � 1. Note that � � 1 by de�nition, and that� � 1 is the smallest inrement possible.43The notion of non-trivial protools has also been onsidered in the timing-free model sine the trivial protoolthat just hangs and never generates output seurely realizes all funtionalities. Therefore, as in the timing model, onlynon-trivial protools are of interest. In the timing-free model, a protool is alled non-trivial if output is guaranteed inthe event that the adversary orrupts no parties and (eventually) delivers all messages. As expeted, the impossibilityresults of [37℄ for parallel general omposition hold only for non-trivial protools.50



protool that seurely realizes F under 1-bounded parallel general omposition in the timing-freemodel.Proof: Let � be an arbitrary timing-free two-party protool. In order to prove the seuritylaim on �0, we need to show that for any given round-robin adversary, there exists a simulator Ssuh that the output distribution of A and the honest parties running � and �0 in the real model isomputationally indistinguishable from the output distribution of S and the honest parties running� with ideal aess to F in the F-hybrid model. In order to onstrut S, we �rst we show anintermediate adversary H (who interats with the parties running � in the timing model) suhthat the output distributions of the adversary and honest parties in the following two senarios areidential:� Senario A: The honest parties and the adversary A run � and �0 in the timing-free (real)model.� Senario B: The honest parties and the adversary H run � and � in the real model with time.We now desribe the adversary H in the timing model. H internally invokes A and perfetlyemulates all of A's ations. This means that H delivers messages whenever A does (therebyativating the reipients) and passes A the messages that it reeives. In addition to this emulation,H needs to inrement the loks of the honest parties (beause H works in the timing model, unlikeA). This is arried out simply by having H inrement the loks of all honest parties by 1 at thebeginning of eah round-robin round.Before proeeding, we show that the outputs of the honest parties and adversaries are identialin senarios A and B, desribed above. This follows from the fat that in both senarios, the lokof eah party is inremented by 1 between every ativation. Furthermore, H arries out exatly thesame ations as A. (The only di�erene is that in senario A, the loks are updated in sequeneupon eah ativation, whereas in senario B, they are all updated together. However, sine partiesonly read their loks upon ativation, this is exatly the same.) We therefore have that for everyround-robin adversary A in the timing-free real model with � and �0 there exists an adversary Hin the timing model with � and � suh that the output distributions in both ases are idential.Next, notie that as long as H is �-drift preserving, the assumed seurity of � implies thatthere exists a simulator S suh that the output distribution of an exeution with S and the honestparties running � in the F-hybrid model is indistinguishable from an exeution with H and thehonest parties running � and � in the real timing model. This suÆes beause H satis�es thedrift ondition for any � (notie that the loks of all the honest parties are always the same).Combining the above two steps, we obtain that �0 seurely realizes F under one-bounded parallelgeneral omposition.To omplete the proof of the laim, we shall show that if � is non-trivial then so is �0. Reallthat �0 is non-trivial (in the timing-free model) if in the ase that A orrupts no parties and deliversall messages, then all parties reeive output. In order to see that this holds, �rst reall that Hessentially just emulates A. Therefore, if A orrupts no parties, then so does H. Furthermore, bythe assumption that A is a round-robin adversary, we know that it always delivers all messagesimmediately (i.e., all round i messages are reeived in round i + 1). Therefore, H delivers allmessages within time � = 1. Finally, as we have shown above, H is always �-drift preserving (forany � � 1). We onlude that in an exeution of �0 in whih A does not orrupt any parties,the analogous exeution of � with H is suh that H orrupts no parties, is �-drift preserving anddelivers all messages within time � = 1. Therefore, by De�nition 5 and the assumption that � isnon-trivial, we have that in this exeution of � with H, the honest parties all obtain their output51
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